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TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS
VOLUME XIV.

TAIBAN, DEBACA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, OCTOBER

STEM
Only Pictures of Quality at The
Mnjestio Theatre at Fort Sumner,
Get our pi ices on etoragd tanks

8. Philips, Garagv
Dr. A. F. Brown, of Fort Sum
nsr, was In town Wednesday
,1.

Mrs. Hutton, of Dereno, was in
town Saturday. She has a very
bad hand caused by a scratch
from wire.
The editor went to the ounty

seat this week.
B. C. Wright and W. H. Fur

bee.

.

iA

Fori Suaaer, were in

town Wednesday

L. C Mullen, of LaLande, is
here working on his road truck
whiah is broke down almost on
main street.
Mrs. Joe Phillips was at the
Garage Wednesday with Joe

The penalty for violated law.
if a man drop a lighted match
Into a keg of gunpowder.the ef
foot of his imprudence is quiokly
made knon by the explosion
that follows, if he stick a pin into
his flesh, his wounded nerves
quiokly send his brain s report
cf the injury. These are thecer.
tain and sudden results of physical law. But if a boy is passionate,
or deceitful, r clshoneet, the
punishment for tiesa violation
of God's moral law may not, and
generally do not, 1mm diately
fuSlow; but that they will follow
at some time is as certain as the
law cf right has been violated.
It is written that, "Because pen
tence against an evil work is not
executed speedily, therefore the
heart of the bom of men is fully
net in them to do evil " Because
we do not see the exeoution of
God's .penalties at once, we are
inclined to think that He may not
cary ou the sentence atalL,

NUMBER 2

We have just stacked a oomplete line of staple a. id far cy
groceries anb are prepared to Eerve bur couatomers with

Jy

I
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Quality "IEae."
We're gcing to make it worth your white to give ua your.

eyes; examined

patronage..

duplicated, glasses repaired by
O. B. Uernigan, Begieterea Optometrist.
at íaíbán, 3ov S.
Will be at the Midwest 8üpply
1 will be at Dr. Merrit' offlce ia MelfOsej Npvember 2.
I will toe at Fort fiamear. Sawamber 4th.

E es examined, lens
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LITTLE
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lBring; in your produce and cream.
J
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Wewat

t&huy what you have to sell.

"

When

''

vlnit nr.

ii Clovis
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E. T. JEHXIGaH

Jaielsrs
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And

Wejwant ta sell what .you wish to buy.
Make our store. your

and come in ofien.

trade-ho- me

anái.Optometriü
SEW

clovis,

or trade.
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House Locals

IL Eake. of House, was

;'.

& CO.
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DRY GOOD S and GROCERIES

If you want a home, com to
Mexico- - If you have a home
New
"Clunton Hurley, who is now
else to sell or ttade.
anything
or
third trick operator at Fort Saca
N.
will beflp ysu sell
Crenshaw
J
raer, was in town Totisday.
Roy Woodward. is erecting a
house on the Noblitt lots which
he bought some time ago.

V
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Junior.

-
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Th e Mid West Supply Co. Inc,
Taiban, N. M.
MELROSE

TAIBAN

McAllister

doing business in town Thursday
We are having right pretty
From present indications ou
wealher here the lat few days
Rev. W. H. Hodge of Ham
we are expecting a change rchool ia certainly going to 'be
but,
Texas, will begin a series of
soon
thisyear. Two eoholars
meetings at Fort 8umner, Friday
Plan Your Home
been with vs before
who
have
The
Farmer's
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Ass'n just
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and
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and
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materials
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wall,
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'
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is necessary in order to prodace
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planning
areful
proceeds, $110.65, are to be used rooms last Frid-a- afternoon.
Rev. and Mrs. Knight arrived
which you will be proud to
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of
kind
the
We hadthe pleasure of having
for the benefit of a boys and girls
here Tuesday. Rev. Knight is
are many features which
There
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"my
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completa.
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so
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time
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other things. It is also a fact that lumber and
lack in Taiban, a Young people's
i to the pie supper last Friday doing aome good cooking. They
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ding material is much cheaper at this tirre
for
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Society end a Sunbeam
night, and we appreciate their find a ready sale for their p es
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folks.
Both
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while the consumption of building madaiiy
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same
at
hour,
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the
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The black 'Smithy people here
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at
folks
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Crenshaw the last two
RESOLUTIONS
end the little
LONE STAR LUMBER COMPANY.
weeks trying to get
house where Miss Stroud teaches about that Plains country",
He It Resolved, that the sincere
their beans thrashed.
TAIBAN, N . MEX.
Well get off at Taiban".
We have 3C or 40 children of the
appreciation and gratitude of the
Mrs.
.
Anna
Eschler returned officers and oomradea of Wm.
age for Sunbeam work.
we
eacn and everyone from a visit with her daughter in
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organize
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gracbuly tendered their hospit
The Farmer's Co-o- p
Ass'n
has
extended to O. J. Richmond the
J .D." Greenwood, one of La ability to Brother Hodge during a good line
of underwear and father : of our late comrade
merchants,
Lande's enterprising
his short etay with us. We thank hoieary for the winter season.
William Riohmond, deceased, for
and ElzaOrton were in Taiban, all who attended sevices and gave
Powell pulled his bean his gift to our poet of the AmerFlavy
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their res peotful, impartial atlen thrapher in and quit for this
ican Flag which en Toldad the cos
to the message he presented. season.
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Rev. R. H. Evans and wife
ket containing the remains of our
which was so clear and instruct
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A little moisture here and now late comrade, shipped back from
ive that anyone could understand
would be appreciated by the France and laid to rest in the
Mr. Heneon of "House, ttae ship
and profit in the Way of good, by
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ping cattle this week.
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And Be It Further Reaoived
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We appreciate his way of teach again.
copies oj given the news
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The W.M.S. meets with- Mrs. ing and hope his life may be long
C P. Joens, has purchased a papers
W. D, KENNEDY, Propriatcr.
at Fort Sumner and Tai
Roberts Saturday Oct.,22ond, all and his influence great toward new wagon.
ladies are especially invited to b winning sot Is to Jesus, we thank The fchool is progressing nice ban for publioation.
. Keith W. Edwards,
present, the greater number in at all conoerned for the use of their íy, one oi ttne beet. scnoois we
Post Commander,
tendanop, the more interestirg Church house. We heartily appre have ever had at Houe, have an
:Wm. Richmond Post,
will be the meetings.
ciate every little assistance ren enrollment of 180 or mere vnd we
Amerioan Legion.
dered during our meeting.
may need another teacher soon,
John Tyson waJiu town
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The
Club has
Christian Brethren.
as the school is growing.
regular Sooial Friday night
t's
The Benefit 8ooiety met Mon
The House boys defeated the
School
Oct., the 28th. Come and be with
ay
night,
after
transacting
bus
boys in a basket bull
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ARMISTICE DAY.
us, the more the merrier. It is
ness we were given some excell last Friday with a soore of 8 to 15
good to get together and forget
On November eleventh, the ent
music, rendered by Mrs. pretty good for the home boys a
our oarea and worries lor one
films.
first annual reunion of World Holder's friend from New York.
they had no practice.
and enjoy the harmless en,
hour
War veterans will be held in Am
roff. Rowan made a gocd ialk
tertainment given by the Club.
arillo, in which all of the Posts on Missions, Taiban
REV. Hodge, of Hamilton
well be
can
of the Amerioan Legion of the
Those who missed hearing him
roud of Proff. Rowan, he is all Texas, has just closed a series of
entire eighteenth district
missed
arare treat, his preaching
ways ready and willing to do any services here, And I think he did
in
will pariicipite. The railroads thing that is asked of him, and as good preaching as we ever had will benefit any people regardless
of denomination, I feel that any
httve granted reduoed rates of 9 just the man to be the head of in Taiban,
will be
for the occas
fare and
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to
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services.
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N. A. Vaughter.
ion and Hanson Post is sparing on Christian principles. He has iind instructive.
C. P. Stone,
no pains to make the day anotable proven himself a Christian gentle Brother. Hodge' is, I think, a Brother Hodge is of the Christain
Fort Sumner, New Mexico.
one among patriotio demon man. The highest tribute paid any Christian ent'eroan, and has so aith and preaches the Gospel
man is to say, "he's a Christian,. oonduc'.ed l.im ef whila here. without fear or favor.
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TAIBAN DRUG STORE,

JUST THE PLACE FOR
REFRESHMENTS
Also Drugs and Propriatory
Medicines and Toilet
Give us a call. We want to meet you
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Parent-Teache-

Stone Drug Company

Books, Drugs,
Patent Medicines, Toilet Articles,

Soft Drinks,

kodak

,

one-thir- d

Prescriptions carefully
pounded day or night.
Call and see us when
Sumner.

com

Fort
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RAIL STRIKE PUT
TO CONFERENCE

"My Linen skirts are awfly short
Now I don't think that's wrong,
And Mama says that Faultless Starch,
Will make them wear quite long."

INTERSTATE
COMMERCE
AND
REPRESENTATIVES OF LABOR
DISCUSS COMING STRIKE.

WALK OUT OCTOBER

30

BCffil,

2,000,000 MEN WILL BE INVOLVED
IN GENERAL STRIKE THROUGH
OUT UNITED STATES.
( Wilero Newipapw

Union Newl

Land of Prosperity

t

genio. I

.an

urn

offers to home seekers opportunities that cannot
be secured elsewhere. The thousands of farmers
from the United States who hs.s accepted Can-ada- 'a
generous offer to settle on FtiEE homesteads
or buy farm land in her provinces have been well
repaid by bountiful crops. Then is stüi available on easy term

Final arrangements for a
general railroad strike Intended to tie
up the nation's transportation system
through a walkout of the 2,000,000 em- ployés are rapidly nearing completion
with developments, bringing two im
portant changes in original plans.
Foremost was a decision not to include
the Pennsylvania lines and the Erie
railroad In the carriers on which the
first walkout Is scheduled to begin at
Chicago.

1
Marshall Field's house In Washington, leased by French Embassy for duration of arms conference.
Largest unit f ordnance ver built la America,
.50 caliber gun, demonstrated at Aberdeen (Md.)
proving grounds. 3 Parent to the Volga district ot Russia carrying to a cemetery the bodies of their starved
children.

2
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CURRENT EVENTS
Passage of Canal Tolls Exemp
tion Bill May Result
Serious Complications.

MIDDLE

WEST

IN

in

PROTEST

American Delegate
to Arma Confer.
ence Formulating Policy Sudden
Death of Senator Knox Germany
Is Enraged by Reported Partition of Upper Silesia.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
When the senate last week passed

The American delegation selected
Basil Miles as Its secretary, considered and approved the physical arrangements for the conference, and
then took up the matter of publicity
The members
for the big meeting.
explained to the anxious representatives, of the press that this is a question for the conference to determine,
but that they would place no obstacle
In the way of the fullest publicity pos
sible consistent with the expedition
of the conference's business.
Hundreds of Idealists have written
to President Harding, under the Im
pression that the conference Is expected to accomplish the complete dis
armament of the world. In a reply to
one of them, the President has under
taken to dispel the illusion. In it he
says, as he has said before, that it
is erroneous even to suggest that the
conference can go so far as to at
tempt universal disarmament, and
that "If we can get a reasonable limi
tation we shall think that great things
have been accomplished." Continuing,
he says:
"By 'reasonable limitation' 1 mean
something practicable thnt there Is a
chance to accomplish, rather than an
ideal that there would be no chance to
realize. It is necessary to deal with
actualities; to do the best possible.
Universal disarmament would be beyond hope of realization; even its desirability at. this time might well be
questioned. Thousands of years of history recording the wars and controversies of mankind suggest that human nature would require revolutionary reorganization to make universal
disarmament possible. A consideration
of the present state of the world must,
I think, enforce the conclusion thut
this Is not a hopeful time to undertake
that kind of revolution. . . . To
undertake the impossible
and fail
might leave our last state worse than
our first The attitude of the nations
warrants confidence that we will not
fall, but rather thut substantial results will be accomplished, calculated
to lessen the armament burden and to
reduce the danger of armed conflict."

the Borah bill exempting American
coastwise vessels from payment of
Panama canal tolls It started something, and that something may prove
later rather embarrassing for the ad
ministration, provided the house also
passes the measure. In the opinion
of the opponents of the bill It is a
violation of the treaty of 1014 with
Great Britain assuring all nations
equal treatment In the operation of
the cannl, and they are confident that
the British not only will protest the
bill If it Is made law, but will de
mand arbitration of the matter. Some
senators asserted thnt It was unwt.se
to bring up the tolls Issue ot tills time
because It would add a new complica
tion to the armament conference. This
view was held by Senntor Lodge, al
though he declared the United States
had the right under the treaty to ex
empt Its coastwise shipping from tolls
payment. Senntor Borah, however, Intimating that he had consulted the
President, said that "those who are
primarily responsible for the success
ful outcome of the conference, so far
as the United States Is concerned, do
not share the fea.rs of embarrassment,
which have been expressed on this
One of America's most astute states
floor today."
men and lawmakers. Philander Chase
Knox, died suddenly in his home in
When it came" to a vote, 33 Repub
licans and 12 Democrats were recorded Washington last Wednesday. As at
In favor of the measure, and 17 Re- torney general, secretary of state and
publicans and 20 Democrats In oppo senator from Pennsylvania, and for
sition. Free tolls was a plank In the many yenrs as one of the leaders of
Democratic platform of 1912, but It the Republican party, Mr. Knox won
was repudiated by President Wilson, high consideration and fame. He was
and at his Insistence the free tolls a candidate for the Republican nom
clause In the canal act wos repealed ination for the presidency in 1908. and
In recent years was especially promiIn 1014 after an exciting parliamentary
battle. Last year the Republican plat nent as an unswerving opponent of
form advocated the exemption of the Versailles treaty, and the author
American shipping and President Har of the resolution declaring the state
ding has urged the pnssage of the of war with Germany and Austria at
nn end. When he was attorney genbill.
In middle western states busi
ness and commercial organizations are eral, under President Roosevelt, he distrongly opposing the mensure because rected the suit that smashed
tha
they believe It is designed to benefit Northern Securities railway merger;
the Atlantic and Pacific const states at DH secretary of state, in President
the expense of the rest of the country. Tnft's cabinet, he did much to extend
Many of the middle western senators American business in foreign lands,
wno voted in rnvor T the bill nre uuveiopmg tiie principle of "dollar dl
blamed for blindness to the Interests P'omncy," especially In the Far East.
of their sections of the country. The I Mr-- Knox often aroused the antagoargument mat the measure Is In con- - nlsin r others by his downright poll
iraveiuion or me treaty is weakened c,t's. ""i "is unadulterated American
by the fact that coastwise trafile Is Ism was never questioned, and lila
restricted by law to vessels of Amerl-eu- n services to his country were numer
registry, and It Is to these only that ous and Important.
the proposed exemption will apply.
It was expected in Washington that
The real battle,over the Issue will the death of Senntor Knox would recome In the lower house, and It Is sult In brief delay In bringing the
predicted that the bill will be allowed pence treaties to a final vote In the
to sleep there until after the conclu
senate.
sion of the conference on armaments.
While the foreign delegntes lo the
arms conference are on their way to
our own delegation Is hold- Ing meetings to formulate the policy
that will be followed by the United
States. At Its first session Secretary
of State Hughes reported thnt not one
of the participating powers had raised
a single objection to any part of the
tentative agenda be had submitted.
Even Japan, which at first was a bit
coy, hns proposed no additions or
eliminations. Mr. Hughes' also snld
be hnd cabled to the powers, as an
addition to the agenda, the proposl- tlon that the conference consider
the question of electrical coiniiiunlca- tlon In the Pacific; which, of course.
means that the controversy
with
Japan over the Yap cable and radio
will come up, unless It is settled in
the meantime.

f

Klan, and then Colonel Simmons him
self took the stand. He declared the
anti-JeKlan Is not
or

that It was not organized
for personal profit, "and has no lawless
creed, and never' has taken the law
into Its own bunds. In six years, he
asserted, he has received only $12,000
from the organization. He told the
committee he hoped It would make
the most thorough investigation of the
Klan, and promised that if one
part of the charges against
it were proved, he would call the grand
council together for the purpose of
disbanding the organization.
Colonel Simmons declared the at
rae
on rue ,Kian was. started Dy a
Democratic paper of New York, to In
crease Its circulation, and as a political scheme to put the proposition for
an investigation up to the Republican
congress, and that certain other met
ropolitan papers had to fall into line
to save their circulation.
anti-negr-

th

If the council of the League of Na
tions has decided on the division of
Upper Silesia between Germany and
Poland on the lines reported In dis
patches from Europe, the reactionary
elements in Germany will be given a
fine chance to regain some of their
lost power. Though the reported so
lution of the problem is a compromise,
and gives Germany a considerable
share of the manufacturing region of
Upper Silesia, Including the districts
of Glelwitz, Hlndenburg and part of
Beuthen, the Germans are highly dis
pleased with the decision. The mon
archic press is howling for revetflPfi,
and the radicals and conservatives unite
In denouncing the partition as a "crim
inal act." The almost Immediate re
sult is likely to be the resignation of
the cabinet, and If Chancellor WIrth
is thus forced out, it is most probable
that Doctor Streseman will come into
power as his successor. He, as lias
been said before In these columns, Is
at heart a reactionary, and Is bitter
against the entente allies and the
United States. Meanwhile, according
to rumors, certain of the Sllesian clt- I
H
loo
i
ujk
"cu . i, D1..J
uiauu
aie
ry
!,
l

gether again, and arms that were
burled instead of surrendered, are being dug up. The prospect is far from
peaceful.

Farm Cardans, Poultry, Dairying

Washington. Federal action in con
nection with the threatened railroad
strike still was confined to confer
ences brought about by President
Harding, between the Interstate Com
merce Commission and the public representatives on the., railway labor
board. Consideration of the major
problem presented by a prospective
paralysis of the carrier system, with
winter near, has been resumed by the
two government agencies, which have
In charge practically complete regula
tion of railroad affairs.
Members of the conference main
tained silence as to the basis on which
the problem would be discussed, leav
ing as the only hint the White House
statement that President Harding had
deemed It necessary to bring together
the commission and public members of
the boards.
The impression given was that, hav- lug turned the matter over to the agen
cies established by law to handle it.
President Harding would await the
outcome of the conferences.
In labor circles, however, the expec
tation was expressed that the legal
branch of the government would be
utilized.
"I presume that the next thing will
be the Injunction," President M. H.
Johnston of the International Associ
ation of Machinists remarked.
He did not give the basis for his
expectation and there were no Indica
tions from other sources that govern
ment officials were preparing to ap
peal to the courts.
In view of the statement of recog
nized leaders of the railroad unions
that no special consideration would
be shown mall trains, official Wash
ington looked to the Postoffice De
partment for the first "defensive"
Society Short.
Chicago. Harrison M. Tarker, head
Society of Amer
of the
ica, disclosed a shortage of $117,500 In
the affairs of the society in testimony
"' u. lu.ct
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evasive" to avoid sensationul publicity
be feared would result.
Twenty-fou-
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W.V.BENNETT
Room 4, Bee Blag Omaha, Neb.
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FINDS NEW YORK IS MANLESS
Bobbed-Haire-

Blonde Girl Gets Tired
Go Back

d

and Decides - to
to Dixie.

"Ies," said the serious

I

bobbed-haire-

d

blonde, "I've .at last made the de
cision, so with trunk packed and some
regrets I'm going back to Dixie. When
I came up to New York I came straight
f rom college, full of pep, enthusiasm,
modern in every way, I thought, and
confident that a great place was wait
ing for me maybe star for Belasco.

I'd always been told I was a born
actress,
'So I arrived in the big town, and
yu know my rugged road, trying to
do something, to be Independent, and
loving it all hall bedrooms, uninteresting work and what not. - But 1
have come to my senses. I know
shall miss New York, its theaters,
bright lights and Fifth avenue. But I
see the little southern country town,
with Its friendly gossip, Its 'socials'
and sewing parties, its simplicity, and
I find I love It best.
"What, how did you guess? Well, I
have known him for ages, and always
declared I wouldn't, but three years
of New York and never meeting the
men I wanted to know, for New York
is a raanless place for most girls.
made me ready to go back. Yes, late
fail perhaps, and you must come
down. I'll see that you meet the catch
of the town." New York Sun.

ill

e

I

Tree's Winter Plans.
The catalpa tree has a way all Ita
own in getting ready for winter, saya
the American Forestry Magazine. It
places three leaves In. a whorl and
then at a little distance above there is
another whorl so placed that the leaves
will cover the spaces between the
leaves below. In winter we cannot
see these leaves but the leaf scars
show where they were and the buds
Just above
to their location. If we find a tree with the buds
arranged In this way on the vigorous
shoots we may be assured It Is one of
the two species of catalpa.
.

ty

A 8urgeon'g Air Journey.
In response to an urgent call, Sir
Douglass Shields, the eminent surgeon,
left Croydon early on Saturday morning by airplane for Paris, having found
that the patient was fit to travel,
brought him by airplane to London,
where an operation was successfully
performed the same evening. London

Times.

Seven-year-ol-

d

Convincing Evidence.
Sammy had so

great

a capacity for griddle .cakes that he
wasu man-e-l to the family.
"Have you ever in your life had all
you could eat?" asked the grandfather
one day.
"Yes, sir," said Sammy.

times."

"Lots of

"How do you know when that time
comes?"
"Why, I eat and eat until I feel a
pain, and then I eat one more to make
your sure." Harper's Magazine.

A Broken Journey.
"I'm not a common tramp,
honor," said the tattered Individual
Dangeroua Curves.
who was charged with vagrancy.
"Does your chauffeur watch out
"What are you then?"
"I'm a tourist. I started out to see sharply for the curves?"
"Altogether too sharply. You should
America."
'Your tour will be Interrupted for see him rubber, whenever .we pass a
d
six months. Next case." Birmingham
woman."
well-forme-

She Had the Best of It.
True Pfálse.
"And you tell me several men pro
believe she liked your posed marriage to you?" be said,

"I don't
Jelly."
"Why not?
She praised It very
Yes, several," the wife replied. "In
highly."
fact, quite a number."
"I know that, but I notice she didn't
"Weil, I only wish you had married
ask you for the recipe." Detroit Free the first fool who proposed."
Press.
I did." London
Tit-Bit-
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This is the start of
a better day

inter-ruptlon- s,

'
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growing and stock raising. Attractive climate, good neighbors, churches; schools,
good markets, railroad facititiea, rural telephone, etc.
Forllhntratad literature, mapa, Saaeriptlaa of
otportunitiaa In Manitoba, BaakatebawaB.
Altttrta and Britkh íkJumhi. raduaad
railway tatas, ate writ

s.

n,

i.!.,,

are sources of Income second only to grain

Age-Heral-

Cairo, Egypt. Rioting followed the
arrival by steumer Friduy of Said
Zagloul Pasha, former minister of Jus
King Alexander of Servíais the sub
a Nationalists leader. Twen
ject of a lot of International gossip tice andpersons
were wounded. Author- these days.
For weeks, since the titles have not permitted
Zagloul to
death of old King Peter, he has de land.
layed his going to Belgrade to assume
the crown of Jugo slavia, and the ex
U. P. Denied Decrease.
planations of this delay have not been
Washington. Efforts of the Union
at ail satisfactory. One day last week
It was reported In Paris, where Alex- Pacific to reduce rates on coul between
ander Is sojourning, that he bud re Wyoming mines and Utah cities to the'
nounced the throne, preferring the level maintained prior to the general
pleasures of the French capital to the rate increase of 1920 were nullified by
perils of being a king In bis own land. the Interstate Commerce Commission
Next day this story was flatly denied in the issuance of an order suspending
by the Jnso-Slalegation In Par-Ithe effective date of the schedule un
- One of the rumors
afloat is that til Feb. 12, 1922.
The rates were filed
the young monarch is enamored of by the
to become effective Oct.
a French girl who would not be ac- 15, but road
the 'commission said that com- ceptable as queen.
plaints before It to the effect that the
reduction would bei njurlous to Inter
Ireland's pence delegates, after re- state transportation of coal required
ceiving a noisy welcome from their hearings and Investigation.
fellow countrymen in London,
went
Into conference with Premier Lloyd
Sentenced to Life in Prison.
George and several other members of
Kedwood City. Calif. William A,
the British cabinet. The sessions are nightower,
itinerant baker, found
likely to continue, with brief
guilty of first degree murder in con- for many weeks, and if the nectlon with the death
of Father Pot.
.
Tn roonnn an rst mnnw i
Sinn Felners have their way, the pubrick E. Heslli, a Colma, Calif.. Cath.
lic
all over the emmfrv th
will
know
of
little
i,.,.
is
what
going
mv iiinorj f uica
ollc priest, was sentenced to life im- on until the whole affair is ended. Apcommittee has been conducting
prlsonment in San Quentin, in accord
It
parently both sides are showing tact ance
the recommendation of the
er or not there shall be a congres and good will, and the feeling in Lon- Jury. with
Notice of appeal from the con
sional investigation of the Ku Klux don is becoming distinctly optimis- viction and sentence was filed
with
Man. From a postal Inspector the tic.
the court.
most interesting Information was ob; ,
tained. He said the Klan's memberDecrease Shown In Food Prices.
The conference on unemployment
ship Is between 8.r,00 and 12,1,000, adjourned sine die on Thursday,
Washington. Wholesale prices In
Instead of fiOO.000, as has been often approving a general program of after
September remained unchanged from
per
declared, and that In the North It is manent measures designed to cure In- August levels, the Labor Department
strongest in Chicago. He found the voluntary Idleness and
reported, but retail food prices were
narestore
organization has collected $1,148,000 tion's business and commerce theto a found to have decreased 1.1 per cent.
in cines, nnri rnuiri nn
normal condition.. These are in addi- Estimates are compiled from reports
thing to substantiate certain charges' tion to the steps for
to its "statistical bureau conlmrnedlnte re- mnde
of fraud mndA
ir
principal
lief of the sltuntlon already taken, in- cerning prices in fifty-oncould he find thnt it hn,i
The department's wholesale
cluding the enlistment of commercial cities.
any money for charitable nurnoses
and employers' associations and mu- price Index remained unchanged nt
He said Imperial Wizard Simmon- -, nicipalities
though
minor
and states In "the solving 152,
had a salary of $1,000 a week. Monv of the problem and the setting up In changes were noted In individual comother witnesses told what they knew, Washington of a centralizing agency modities, which were balanced in th
or thought they knew, against the under Col. Arthur Woods.
composite returns.
v

$30 an Aera

Hand similar to that which through many years
has) yielded from 20 to 45 bushelsof wheat
to the acre oats, bsrley and flax aim in great
abundance, while raising hones, cattle, aheep
and hogs isequally profitable. Hundreds of farmers in western Canada have raised crops in a
single season worth more than the whole cost of
their Isnd. With such success comes prosperity,
independence, good homes snd all the comforts
and conveniences which make life worth living.

6 a. in., Oct. 30.

move.
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Fertile Land at $15 to

There's satisfying comfort and cheer in a
breakfast cup of Postum, and there's no disturbing element to irritate nerves or digestion and
leave mental energy lagging before the day is
done.

Thousands of former coffee users have found

that Postum meets every demand for a delicious

table beverage, and brings steadier nerves, clearer
mind better health.
As many cups as you like with any meal
no
after-regret-s.

Poatam comes In two forms : Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the enp by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal ia being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minutes.

"There's a Reason" for Postum
Sold by all grocers

JAIBAS VALLEY NEWS.

What Raindrops
Mean to Farmer
Crop Reports Indicate Difference pounds of the sulphate required to
contribute 17 pounds of ammonia, It
Few Showers Make in Humanwill be seen that the process of evaporation gives the rootlets $1.65 worth
ity's Scheme of Things.
ci ammonia to the acre.
BIG

PART PLAYED BY NATURE

Takes About 2,260 Ton of Water to the
Acre to Grow a Food Crop Procese
of Evaporation Yield Chemical
Valuable a Fertilizer.
Washington, D. C. "Rain might be
looked upon as the oil which lubricates
the world's economic machinery," says
a bulletin Issued from the Washington, D. C, headquarters of the National Geographic society In connection with recent reports of world-wid- e

drought damage to crops.
"With the smallest estimated cotton
crop since 1803," continues the bulletin, "with spring wheat In poor condition at home as well as In many of
the other wheat countries of the world,
with other Important crops below their
average, and with drought cast as the
villain, or at least as an accomplice,
In each case, the difference that a few
showers make In humanity's scheme
of things Is strongly emphasized.
Depend on Rainfall.
"While everybody realizes in a general way that the world depends on
rainfall and fertility for food, there
are very few, perhaps, who even approximately appreciate how comparatively little the farmer actually does
In the great process of
To plow millions of acres furrow by
furrow, to spend millions of dollars
on fertilizers, and to reap and gather
and thresh, Is no mean task. And yet
compared with the part that nature
plays in the process, man's work
seems a very slight labor. For Instance, It takes about 20 Inches of
rainfall to grow a food crop under our
general farming methods, which means
about 2,200 tons of water to- the acre.
That seems a preposterous figure, but
the doubter can easily demonstrate
Its correctness. Suppose the American farmer hnd to haul the water his
ground must have to give him a good
crop, and that the'dlstance and freight
rate were the same as the average
railroad haul and rate In the United
States. On that basis It would cost
Mm more than $4,000 an acre to water his place.
"But not only would his water bill
be nearly half a million dollars on a
e
farm, but his fertilizer bill,
also, would amount to a neat little
sura. It Is estimated that In the process of normal evaporation, soil water presents the rootlets of its neighborhood with about fourteen pounds
of ammonia a year to the acre. Alvo, It gives them some 57 pounds of
potash. With sulphate of ammonia
costing only 2 cents a pound (It cost
5
during the war) and a hundred
-

lOO-acr-

Automatic Fertilization.
"When the World war cut off German supplies of potash and It soared
to $400 a ton, geologists scoured the
United States for the priceless fertilizer with little success. Yet the process of evaporation generously hands
out more than half a hundredweight
to the acre, In war and peace. This
automatic fertilization Is worth an
additional $2.50 an acre to the farmer
at present prices, and would have cost
him $10 an, acre at war prices.
"From this It will be seen that the
$12 to $25 an acre thaf It costs the
average farmer to grow wheat Is a
small figure Indeed, compared to what
he saves by having nature as his water wagon and fertilizer source."

Caldwell of Detroit,
Mich., left her husband, John,
150 times during their married
life from 1907 to 1021, John told
Judge Harry J. Dlngeraan. lie
asserted his wife was fond of
dancing; that, on coming home
from work at midnight, he would
find her little boy sitting on the
front steps waiting for him and
that his wife would come in. later, saying she had been to a
dance. He was given a decree.

FACTS
COMMON

AILMENTS OF SHEEP

Information Given in Farmer" Bulletin to Enable Ownere to Recognize Symptom.

Many Refugee Russian Women

Have

Married Turks in Order to Get
Still Retain
Temporary Home
Their Politene and Courtesy.

(Preps red by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
How to recognize and treat the more
Important diseases and common ailments of sheep is told In Farmers'
Bulletin 1155, Just Issued by the United States Department of Agriculture.

Cattle Ruitfer Busy.
Houston, Tex. The "old cattle rustling days are coming back to southern Texas.
Wholesale cattle thefts here and In
surrounding counties have been . reported. Deputy sheriffs armed with
search warrants visited a farm nine
They found the
miles from here.
hides and beads of three calves. The
brand had been cut off.
Officers say there Is a ring of
cattle thieves operating In the state.
.
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AH OPERATION

ARE BEST

Followed Advice of Her
Druggist's Wife and Took
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

Greatest Influence in Reducing
Impact Force on Surface's!
Variou Roads.

Chicago, III. "I was in bed with a
trouble and inflammation and
female
Impact
naa iour doctors out
a
truck wheel strikes the surface of
none of them did me
any good. They all
road depends largely upon the kind
aiH I would have to
and condition of the tire used on the
have an operation.
wheel, the bureau of public roads of
A aruggisi b mum
the United States Department of Agritold me to take Lydia
culture reports after a series of extenE. Pinkham's Vegesive Investigations on the subject.
table Compound and
Wrlien roads were built to carry the
I took 22 bottles,
o
never missing adose
traffic of a few years ago the actual
and at the end of that
weight or speed of the load was only 1
I
time I was perfectly
attention
Much
considered.
rally
ene
it
nil T have never
was paid to the question of whether
occasion to take it again as I have
had
or
with
steel
equipped
was
the traffic
been so well. I have a six room flat
rubber tires, but a definite analysis of and do all my work. My two sister
the surface and supporting conditions are taking the Compound upon my recof the road and a determination of ommendation and you may publishI my
trutll and will
destructive forces were not deemed letter. It is the gospel
write to any one who want a personal
necessary. The transition from
E. H. Hatoock, 6824
rs.
to automobile and truck traffic letter."-llAvenue, Chicago Illinois.
Lawrence
St.
has changed the surface and strength
Because Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegerequirements of the road of
table Compound saved Mrs. Haydoclc
When the realization came that this from an operation we cannot claim that
it,
heavy and severe traffic was here to all operations may be avoided by operstay and that roads would have to be but many women have escaped
timely use of thia old fashbuilt according to a very careful and ations by the
medicine.
thorough design In order to carry this ioned root and herb
study
to
necessary
traffic it was found
Small Favor.
very definitely all the forces to which
"Would you get up In a street car
a road Is subjected. For two years to give a lady a seat?"
the bureau of public roads has been
"I would," replied Mr. Crosslots,
working on the problem of obtaining "and be thankful for having had a
on
the value of the Impact forces
seat to occupy for even a portion of
roads.
the trip."
Some high points In their report
Prepared

by

the United States Department
ot Agriculture. )
the. force resulting when a

horse-draw-

Parasite Back View of Feríale Sucking Body Louee (Highly
Enlarged.)

A Sheep

mind, which readily adapts itself to
the lighter branches of commerce, and
has succeeded here with cafes, beauty

n

flocks. Altogether 57 kinds of diseases
and ailments are dlscussedv
'l:lie-ne.
'industry of the
pirlors, manicure and tea shops, con- has suffered severely from the counio
ravages
Tliln or worn solid rubber tires, eren
cert halls and public grounds.
though they bte very wide, produce very
of Infectious and noninfectious disThe first and only bathing pavilion eases. In addition to the scientific high Impact forces.
near here has been established at names, the bulletin gives the common
Pneumatic tires offer the greatest
Florla beach, on the Marmora pea, by names by which the various diseases Influence In reducing Impact forces,
a
group of Georgian princesses, are known. A convenient arrangeand with their use the Impact Increases
through the loan of American Red ment of cause, symptoms,
only very slightly with the speed of
Cross tents.
appearance, diagnosis, treatment, and the truck.
Cushion tires, that Is, tires having a
preven! ion makes it possible for sheep
Men Are Out of Luck.
degree of softness and deflection beknowledge
The condition of Russian men refu- owners to obtain a practical
tween solids and pneumatics, offer corgees here Is bad, as there are few In- of the best means for preventing and
responding advantages In reducing imIn the flocks.
controlling
sickness
dustries or factories to provide work.
pact.
to
add
the
Illustrations
Numerous
Recently the French government cut
Impact Increases with the speed of
clearness of the discussion.
off Its food rations to several thouthe truck, hut It cannot he said to in- to
"Diseases
companion
As
a
bulletin
cermen,
though
feeding
a
still
sand
tain number of children, women and of Sheep," the department is distributing ulso Farmers' Bulletin 1150, en- old men.
I
get
passports
to
them
Is
hard
for
It
to go to other countries. Serbia has
accepted some 20,000, but her leniency
to refugees Is finding its limit.' .
Prince Golltzy, who formerly held
Immense estates near Kiev, and may
recover them, among hundreds of others, Is attempting to earn a living by
utilizing" his knowledge of precious
:
stones of which he once had a large

i.'r

.

well-to-d-

o

more.
Many Russians have open minds on
the marriage question. Many Of the
refugee Russian, women have marrrled
Turks since their arrival here, In order to get temporary homes. The
Russian men have followed suit. Many
of the older ones have married Greek
women.
And Age Ha It Wedding.
"Youth has Its follies, age Its stupid-

I

They still kiss the hands of the
women, after the manner of their
country. Often cheerful and courageous In the face of poverty, they
share their last money with friends.

I

Sr'

'b

A

Mrs. Sully Farnham, noted sculptor, Is shown working In her New York
studio on her bust of President Harding, nearly ready for the casting.

J

0

collection.
Such men often lose their clothing
and baggage to rapacious , landlords
who serve them In default of the payment of room rent, but the Russian
ities," said a Russian general,) no long- - aristocrats never lose their politeness
and courtesy In adversity.

-

HANGMAN

OBJECTS

Declares He

I

Adult

Sheep Foot Louse
(Enlarged.)

and

and

titled "Parasites and Parasitic Diseases
of Sheep."
This bulletin explains

methods for controlling various pests
and parasites that attack sheep and
points out the .advantages of pasture
rotation, feeding from racks, and other
measures of value in parasite control.
IS VALUABLE

Gentleman

His Calling I Honorable and Useful.

That

Budapest. The hangman of Hungary hus risen to Indignant defense ot
his Calling and denounced those who
cost slurs upon It. lie was prompted
by sneering references made In the
Hungarian national assembly. Frlenda
of former Emperor Charles and the
are always quarreling
there, and In some cases have shouted
at one another, "The hangman Is your
friend."
Michnel Ball, the official hangman,
has resented such slurs.
"My vocation," he writes to the
president of the national assembly, "Is
as honorable and useful as that of
Judges, lawyers, ministers or kings.
Why should the old superstition hold
In modern times that the hangmun's
profession Is disgraceful, abominable
My friends are all
and loathsome?
perfect gentlemen and any member of
parliament can consider It only flattery when he Is called my friend."

WIRE FENCE PHONES ARE IN USE
peared to be too expensive, yet there
was a great need of facilitating com-

Farmers in South Dakota Use the
"Barbed-Wir- e
System."
munication. The county agent

(Prepared by th United States Department
of Agriculture.)

There are still many
rurHl homes that do not have telephones
and, as at present economy In all lines
Is Imperative, Interest Is reviving In the
"barbed-wir- e
system," which was more
or less common In parts of the West
20 years ago.
In Carson county, South Dakota, the
county agricultural agent has assisted
farmers to Install such a system at an
average cost of material per farmer
of less than $20. Carson County Is
87 miles long and very sparsely settled,
although the agricultural lands are
fenced. Sttsadard telephone line ap
Washington.

fur-

nished Information regarding the cost
of Installing the line, using porcelain
nnll knobs for insulation, which cost
about $5 per mile. These knobs work
satisfactorily when the barbed wire
Is tied to' them with a short piece of
wire.
In order further to reduce the cost
some farmers tried pieces of rubber

cut from automobile Inner tubes as
Insulators. Pieces of the tubing lVt
Inches square were wound around the
barbed wire and fastened to the post
with staples. The county agent reports that this Insulation Is giving
satisfaction, although, of course, the
rubber will deteriorate In time.
The farmers were able to obtain second-hand
phones at from $5 to $20 each
and 50 cents bought a lightning arrester, so Hint the total cost per farmer was comparatively nominal.
Each fanner ha his own special

ring, so there

Is no expense for a
central. It Is possible with a system
like this to connect various parts oí
the farm or distant tfarns with the
house, or the tenant house with tli
farm home, at a very low cost. While
such a system leaves much to be desired In the way of service, It meets
an emergency and can be made to

answer, pending the coming of times
when conditions will warrant a more
expensive and more satisfactory syv
tem.
Dog Rout Tobacco Petts.
Marlettu, Pa. Martin S. Stoll, a
tobacco grower, who resides on a farm
several miles east of this place, has
two dogs, one a spaniel and the other
a fox terrier, which he has trained to
hunt worms from his tobacco. From
the time they enter the patch until
they leave they are busy with theii
noses, sniffing and smelling tobácea
bugs from the leaves. They take i he
worms from the leaves without damaging the plants, and as a result the
tobacco on the Stoll farm Is among tlis
finest In the country, being almost ttv
from worm holes.

4

Judging

from

reports

from

druggists

who are constantly in direct touch with
the public, there is one preparation that
has been very successful in overcoming

these conditions. The mild and healing
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is
soon realized. It stands the highest for
it remarkable record of success.
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
an interview on the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
so many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so
common to the American people, and the
large majority of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect
that they have the disease.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp Root is on sale
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large. However, if you wish
first to test this great preparation send
ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham-toN. Y., for a sample bottle. When
writing be sure and mention this paper.

Advertisement.

TO SLURS

a Perfect

Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.

n,

Egg

Pneumatic Tires Reduce Impact on
Surface of Road.
crease according to any constant ratio
or power of the speed.
Although heavy unsprung weight
may give higher impact than lighter
unsprung weight, it cannot be said
that this is the major controlling
factor.
The relative destructive effect pro-

by
and Potassium Should Be duced
trucks
trucks and heavy,
Carefully Preserved and Used
has not been determined by these tests.
for Improving Crop.
They do, however, Indicate that equal
The liquid excrement from farm Impact may be obtained under some
animals contains nearly half the ni- conditions.
Impact may be as high as seven
trogen and potnssium voided by them
wheel
and should be carefully preserved, times the static loud on one rear
solid-tirtruck strikes a
When steers are fed on cement floors when a
obstruction at 10 miles per hour,
the value of the manure produced Is
average
an
value being about four
greater
per
year
more than $4
for each
maxiiinlinnl than when fed on earth floors. times. For pneumatic tires the
Impact value Is probably nut
Open barnyard manure is about one-hu- mum
s
times
as valuable as stull manure. The more than one and
wheel, nnd an
one
rear
at
the
load
least amount of nitrogen will be lost average vulue Is not more than one
from stored ' Inanure if animals are
times the load.
kept on it or It Is kept In a moist, and
Manure used
well packed condition.
DIFFERENT PAVEMENT COSTS
s
in connection with continuous
will not maintain the maximum
Kinds of
yield, but when used In- - connection Figure Given on Variou
Surfaoings Used In Test Made
with crop rotation It lncreuses the
in Pennsylvania.
yield of all crops grown In that rotation. Manure used In conjunction with
The costs of various kinds of
a complete fertilizer high In phoson 3.41 miles of road forming
phorus will give better returns than part of a test road built In
Is
used
alone.
when either
by the bureau of highways, PhiladelTwenty-siphia, are now avalluble.
NEEDS OF GROWING ANIMALS sections were laid, of which six were
bituminous macadam nilxed method,
penetration macadPig Thrive Better on Ear Corn and eight bituminous
am, five of concrete base with a biChopped
on
Green Alfalfa Than
tuminous top, seven vitrified brick, says
and Ground Feed.
Averaging
Engineering
first cost, interest at 4 per cent for
the
green
meet
the
and
alfalfa
Ear corn
seven yenrs, and the maintenance, the
needs of growing pigs better, and at
total cost January 1, 1020, was $1.7738
less cost, than chopped alfalfa and per squnre yard for bituminous nincnd-riground cob and cornmeal. The alfalfa
penetration sections, ns compared
stems and cob meal are better suited with $2.0770 for bituminous mixed
They
to the needs of sheep or cattle.
method macadam, $3.0000 for concrete,
con handle more fibrous, Indigestible and $3.5100 for brick.
matter than pigs.
Nitrogen

Juvenile stories, say book publishers,
are better sellers thun the Bible.
Pattl, the opera star, could sing
eratic airs at the age of six.

op-

high-spee- d

light-weigh- t,

slow-movin- g

llSTRIKEjnP

e

lf

three-fourth-

one-fourt- h

crop-ping-

finoasted
Notice this delicious

flavor when you
smoke Lucky Strike
it's sealed in by

the toasting process
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Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Reyer
Suspect It

post-morte-

Constantinople. The arranging of
marriages between Russian princes
American women is the
and
latest scheme advanced here by an
Ingenious Russian to get a livelihood
for workless, penniless refugees living
on American and other charity.
It is argued that the American woman would, in addition to the title, make
a good business bargain, since the
exiled Russian noblemen all have
large estates which they hope to recover when private property Is restored and Bolshevik Russia Is no

I

County Agricultural Agent
Farmer to Install System
Cost of Le Than
$20 Each.

FROM

i

LIQUID MANURE

m

SAVED

Offer

While the actual treatment of disease

ESTATES

TIRES

PNEUMATIC

Refugee Noblemen in Turkey Are er young, when inviting a friend to his is primarily' a matter for veterinarians,
wedding.
the Information given In the new bullePerfectly Willing to Marry
The difficulty of locating these tin will enable sheep owners to recogAmerican wives across the seas Is not nize symptoms early In their developfor Money.
one to stump the Imaginative Russian ment and thus avoid losses to their
HOPE TO GET BACK

MRS. IIAYDOCK

ROADS

Helen

Russ Princes
Ask U. S. Brides

Making Bust of President Harding

áríli!lllií

GOOD

UVE STOCK

Left Husband 150 Times
in 14 Years' Wedded Life

'

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach-Kidneya-Heart-Liv-

er

News-Recor-

u

DISCARD

INEFFICIENT

HORSE

Indiscriminate Breeding of Small,
sound,

Scrubby Animal
Unprofitable.

Highly

Un-

Road Work

COLD MEDAL

In Wisconsin.

In Wisconsin, 25,000 men are employed in the construction of 280 miles
of concrete highway, 000 bridges,
culverts, 1,000 miles of gravel
road, grading of 2,200 miles of earth
road, and patrol maintenance of 7,
600 miles of state system.

0

The light, inefficient horse Is undoubtedly destined to be discarded
as a factor In American husbandry,
First Road Legislation.
hnd the indiscriminate breeding of
first
good roads legislation In
The
small, unsound, scrubby animals will
was enacted in VirStates
United
the
continue to be highly unprofitable If ginia, by the house of burgesses In
persisted In.
1032.

L

Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's standard remedy for kidney, liver,;
bladder and uric acid troubles

The National Remedy of Holland for

centuries and endorsed by Queen WUheU
aaln. At all druggists, three
Leek far the mm CM MM m rnrr Wa
ad acpt aa iatitatiM

ais.

Girls! Girls!!
Save Your Hair
Cutlcura
With
Qhf
50.
See, gc.

-- 1 2S aaJ

Talc

2Sc.

TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.
FOREIGN

THE WORLD IN

PARAGRAPHS
A

BRIEF RECORD CF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

IN

LATE

DISPATCHES

DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.
(Watera Nmptpcr Unto

Nm Sen to.)

WESTERN
The largest diamond yet mined in
Arkansas field was found in Pike
county. Tlie stone weighs 20.23 carats
In the rough and is estimated to be
worth $10,000.
The body of John Edward Dreiffein
t Moline, III., one of the. two sailors
whose lives were lost In the sinking Of
lie submarino R-- 6 In Los Angeles har-ho- r
recently, rose to the surface of the
water about twenty- - feet from where
the craft sank.
fi'lfteeu western senators joined In
'telegrams to officers of the principal
western railroads urging that the western carriers grant a
rate
to the Kansas City convention of the
American Legion. Eastern railroads
have already granted such a rate.
Fire destroyed 140 cars of alfalfa
belonging to the Elephant Butte Alfalfa Association at Fabens and for a
time threatened the entire town, which
l
twenty-eigh- t
miles east of El Paso.
The loss Is estimated at $50,000. Insurance of $20,000 was carried.
Wylie McNeely, negro, was burned
to death by a mob near Leesburg,
Camp county, Texas. He had been ar- resteti charged with assault upon, a
girt. The negro was seized by the mob
when lie attempted to leap from the
'jail tor flñ' automobile waiting to spirit
mm Kwiij lrum ui lurye cruwu which
had surrounded the jail.
The Kansas district of the United
Mine Workers of America, district No.
11, has boon suspended
by John L.
Lewis, international president.
Alex
ander Ilowatt and all other district of
ficers are summarily removed and
George L. Peek, until the district's suspension the international board nietii-!tehas been appointed acting prest-len- t
of a provisional district.
attached to the
The submnrlne R-fleet which sank In San Pedro
.arbor Sept. 26 with the loss of two of
her crew, has been brought to the sur
face, it was annouuced at the submarine base at the harbor at Los Angeles. The hull was In apparent good
condition, although It was thought
that the engine and batteries had been
damaged by salt water. The vessel
jras raised by means of a large tube
secured to the conning tower, through
which air was pumped Into the hull.
--
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WASHINGTON
The Western Pacific railroad has ap
plied to the Interstate Commerce Com
mission for authority to issue $3,000,- 000 in first mortgage 0 per ceut gold
notes. The funds are to be used for
retirement of equipment trust certificates 'and to reimburse the treasury of
the. company for equipment trust certificates mntured and paid Aug. 1.
The federal farm loan board expects
to loan $100,000,000 to farmers by next
February, according to information
given by the board to a committee of
senators representing the unofficial
agriculture "bloc" of the Sennte. The
committee, including Senator Kenyon,
Republican, Iowa, chairman of the
"bloc," urged the board to expedite
loans to the farmers, and was Informed, Senator Kenyon said, thut
loans were being completed as fast as
'.he board's funds permitted.
Winter maneuvers of the combined
Atlantic and Pacific fleets will take
place in Panama bay next Feb.
under plans submitted to the Nevy De
partment by Admiral Hilary P. Jones,
commander of the Atlantic fleet.
In order that the coal mining industry might be kept free from the menace of unemployment and in order
that the American coal export trade
mny be increased, Secretary of Commerce Hoover has referred to Chairman Lasker of the United States shipping board, Idle ships now tied up by
I he shipping bonrd, be leased
to coal
exporters for $1 a month. Operation
of the ships, would prevent deterioration, which comes when the vessels are
tied up, it was stated.
Values of Imports and exports of
merchandise each fell off materially
during September, according to fig
ures made public by the Department
of Commerce. Imports for September
were $180,000,000, the lowest for any
month this year. Exports last month
totaled $325,000,000, only $5,000,000
more than the lowest month this year,
July, and $46,000,000 below the August record. Both imports and exports were approximately 50 per cent
below the totals for September, 1920.
Retail food prices during September
were found by the Labor Department
to hare declined in all but two of the
cities in which it conducts investigations. - Decreanes amounted to 2 per
cmt in Minneapolis and Portland, Me. ;
and 1 per cent In Atlanta, Philadelphia and Salt Lake City.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
has been authorized by the Interstate
Commerce Commission to Issue $1,005,- -

--

subof paying off obligations of
sidiary, the Burlington, Cedar Rapids
Northern.
V

Formation of another combina la)
Russia is announced by the Rosta
agency. It will Include most of Russia's big paper mills.
Wholesale suspension of business by
alores and factories In the city of
Puebla, Mexico, was reported In protest against alleged excessive taxation
by the state government.
According to the latest statistics tha
German casualties In the war were
killed and 4,247,143 wounded,
including cases returned on the
wounded list more than once.
. A Spanish cabinet council 1ms approved a new naval program for the
ware-raf- t
of
construction of fifty-eigvarious classes during the next six
years. The vessels to be built are four
fast cruisers, six destroyers, twenty
submarines.
gunboats and twenty-eigh- t
The feature of the relchstag bank
statement for the .week ending Sept.
30, issued at Berlin, is un increase in
the paper currency circulation by
mnrks to 80,384,300,000
marks. During the week ending Sept.
30 new bank notes and loan bunk notes
to the amount of 4,213,700,000 marks
were Issued.
West
American freighter
The
Comak, bound with cargo from San
Francisco for Glasgow, rammed t'he
Lalad liner Rowan, a Glasgow-Dublinight passenger boat, in a thick fo?
off Corsewnllpolnt, Scotland, near the
mouth of the river Clyde. While the
Comak was lowering its boats to aid
the stricken ship, a third steamer, the
Clan liner Clan Malcolm, from Glasgow for Natal, Soutli Africa, sped out
of the fog in answer to an S. O. S. call
and crashed amidships of the Rowan,
which sunk a minute later. Thirteen
members of the Rowan's crew and
three passengers were lost.
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DEATH WARRANT

EXPENDITURES

IS TERRORIZED

IN TURN OF CARDS

BY WILD MAN

TO BE LIMITED

,

New Mexico

U. 8. PLACES LIMIT OF $4,034,000,- 000 ON CURRENT FISCAL

and Arizona

Aged Gambler Lets Cards Decide
Question of Life or Death,

Adirondack Community
ble Reign of

and Death Wins.

Mystery Man.

YEAR.

(Welters Newspepw Uoita

Detroit, Mich. William McCay was
sixty-fiv- e
years old, and for 52 years
he has made a more or less precarious
ALL ALLOWANCES MADE living by gambling from Frisco to New
York and even in Europe. He had
often' declared his belief that a man
should die when he reached the age of
MELLON DENIES REPORT THAT sixty-fivA few days ago he passed
this mark. An Inventory of his worldADDITIONAL APPROPRIATIONS
ly goods showed he was worth exactly
MUST BE MADE.
72 cents, besides his poor clothing. He
decided to let the cards determine
whether he should continue the game
(Western Ntwspipw Uoloa Newi Strtlí. )
or quit.'
Washington. Federal expenditures
He locked the door of his room In
for the current fiscal year will be kept a rooming house and dealt the cards.
within the agreed limit of $4,034,000,-000- ,
Secretary. Mellon declared In a
statement denying reports that additional deficiency appropriations of
$370,000,000 would be asked. The program limiting expenditures to the
above figure, which had the sanction
of the president nnd the House ways
and means committee, Is behig arrled
out satisfactorily, according to the
statement.
The original program made allowance for estimated deficiency appropriations, which, "it was realized
would be necessary in connection with
certain government activities," ' Mr,
Mellon explained.
These included particularly the settlements with the railroads growing
out of federal control and vocational
training for the former service men,
but Mr. Mellon added that his Information indicated the revenue requirements of the government still would
be amply provided in the $4,034,000,- -

Nm tecrlct.)

Plaps are under way for the enlarging the vocational Training center In
Las Vegas, N. Méx., and it is thought
that In a few weeks the attendance
fVill be over 100 students.
Miss Beslie Fitcher, formerly at Santa Fe, will
Join the local staff.
Sales of land amounting to $172,012

were made by the state, through the
state land department, at public auction In Phoenix. The next sale to
be conducted by the department will
be In Florence on Oct. 23, when graz
ing and agricultural lands will be sold.
All the furnishings for the new high
school nt Gallup, N. Mex:, have been
received and the building will soon be
completed so that they can be in
stalled. When the building Is ready
for occupancy it will be' . one of the
finest of its kind in the. southwest
Fat Arizona range cattle will find a
ready, lmirket in California this, fall,
in the opinion of Edward W. Stephens,
secretary of the live stock sanitary
board. He based this view, he said,
on prevailing conditions in the live
stock industry of the state coupled
with expressions from' many of the
"'
lending growers.
A friendly suit to test house bill 35
has been filed in the superior court
at Phoenix. House bill 35 provides
that county superintendents of schools
may
Issue warrants marked "no funds"
GENERAL
to be registered with the county treasMrs. Myrtle Greenlee fell dead In a reurer and to bear interest at1 the rate
vival meeting in Paris, III., while plead8 per cent per nnum when school
of
join
church.
a
ing with her husband to
exhausted,.
,
funfliTire
The cause of deaths ys dfscsHHMl 4y
The Masonic lodge of Springer, N.
physicians ná'hea'rt disease aggravated
Méx., has purchased a lot and will
by religious excitementsoon start the work of excavating for
The State Bank of Muncie, Kansas,
the new building which is to be built.
was robbed recently, and In un
building will be of brick and two
The
robbers
of shots between the
and bank officials, it is reported, L. K. stories high, the upper room to be the
Worthington, cashier of the bank, w.is lodge room and the lower floor will
be rented for a mercantile establishshot. Telephone wh'es between Kansas City and Muncie were cut, pre- ment..
Two men were killed Instuntly, a
sumably by the robbers.
Ray V. McGraw, formerly vice pres- third Imdly crushed who died eleven
ident and general manager of the Mis- hours later nnd two others seriously
souri Valley Cattle Loan Company of lurt lute Saturduy afternoon. In a pre
Omaha, which was declared bankrupt mature explosion of a blasting charge
some time ngo, has surrendered to the In Devil's canon, near Superior,- Ariz.,
highway
sheriff on Indictments, one of which on the new
charged embezzlement of $100,000 Of now under construction. All five were
emploj és of the state highway .depart-zuenthe company's funds.
One .person is known to have been
Arrangements have been completed
killed and two were Injured seriously
by which the development of the rich
by an explosion that wrecked a wholesale grocery in Detroit. Police began silver mine, known as the Old Volcano,
a search of the debris In the belief I now assured. The Volcano "is said
some of the occupants of apartments by mining men to be the richest strike
in the upper floor might have per- of the year in New Mexico and. as the
ished. Joseph Caruso, proprietor of mine lias been a good producer iu the
the grocery, was unable to explain the past It is thought that it will again
come back and no doubt will be one
explosion or give the police a clue.
'
Directors of the Associated Dress of the richest ' silver finds In the
V:
country.
Industries of America bowed to the
arrangements
decision of Parisian designers and inFinal
for raising
dorsed the longer skirts. "This means $3,800 to repair the Las Cruces armory
that manufacturers of dresses over and erect barn and stables were com-the country will take up the mutter In pleted Oct. 1 by John M. Bowman,
their respective organizations for Indi- cashier of the First National bank,
vidual action," said David J. Moses-solinand W. S. Sutherland, representing the
executive director. "It is be- Bowman Bank and Trust Company.
lieved that by spring th' new length The state has subscribed $1,000, making
will be considered established and pubfund of $4,800, the amount required
licity approved."
o make the Improvements, upon which
Mrs. R. J. Rooker, 33, has been ar- work will begin Nov. 1.
,(
rested in Memphis by federal officers
Totul value of Imports and exports
on a charge of being a fugutlve from Jn the Arizona district during SeptemJustice, she being under Indictment in ber was $877,140; according to a reDallas, Texas, the officers said, In conport made public iu Nogales by
nection with the embezzlement of $10,-00- 0 Charles L. Fowler, district collector of
from the West Side National Bank customs. The value of the exports
In that city. According to the officers,
was $611,000.
exported
Articles
Mrs. Rooker, for whom a search has
port of Nogules were valthrough
the
way
was
six
months,
for
been under
ued nt $400,000 and those through
a friend of James Lyons, now serving
sentence in a hunk fraud. Douglas nt $105,000. The other exa seven-yea- r
ports went through Naco and Yuma. More than $1,000,000 a week wiw
Civic improvements, estimated to
spent on the highways in Ohio durln?
the past summer, beginning the liv'i'r cost $35,000 will be made in Las
part of June. Vouchers for n total of Cruces, N. Méx., in November. The
work includes puviug Convent street
,101,504 were paid out by the Ohio
:o connect witli Main street with the
Department for woik doi-between June 15 and July 1. This :s antional highway between Las Cruces
thb largest amount ever sptint In that and El Paso, and Alameda boulevard
short period of time since the depart- írom Convent street to Griggs street,
a distance of more than a hulf mile.
ment was organized.
D. B. Clayton, inspector for the
A broken engagement and the announcement that her promised finnce State Live Stock Sanitary Board at
was preparing to murry another girl, Wilcox, Ariz., informed Ed Stephens,
secretary of the board, that 0,000
led to the fatal shooting of Boyd
27, fanner, of Bradley's Ferry, steers and feeder cows had been connear Lead Hill, Ark. Miss AUie Stin- tracted for in that vicinity, deliveries
nett, 21, liis former sweetheart. In the to be made in October and November
scuffle for the gun, was, shot In the Clayton's letter also suld that indicathigh. Ridlnger died four hours after tions were that many more steers and
the shooting. Miss Stinnett surren- feeder cows would be sold in the near
dered to the police.
future.
Capt A. B. Randall, master of the
Jose Manuel Armljo,
son
steamship Hudson, has been cleared of of Mr. and Mrs. D. Armijo of Toas,
a charge of violating one of the most N. Méx., died nt his home as the resacred laws of lae seas in thut he sult of being bitten by a large rattle
failed to give aid to seamen in dis- enake. The lad was gathering piñons
tress. R. A. Sargent and J. E. Wllsoa in the hills north of the city with sevfederal steambout inspectors, decided eral other boys when the rattler struck
that his failure to pick up three men him on the foot He was taken to
adrift in a disabled motor boat ofl his home and medical aid summoned
New York harbor recently did not con- at once but he passed away In a short
stitute willful neglect of duty.
time.
Damaged by one vessel In a dense
In New Mexico the deer and turkey
fog off the southwest const of Scot- seasons were shortened and changed
land and then sunk by another coming to Nov. 20 to 30. This same season Is
to its old, was the fate of the Laird also made for tassel-earegray squirline steamer Rowan, plying between rels. Although there were not many
Glasgow and Dublin. Thirteen of, the changes in actual closed seasons In
Rowan's crew and three passenger
New Mexico, the new law places game
are missing. Two passengers died aft administration on a sound basis. Game
by
er being rescued
vessels which re matters are placed In care of a comsponded to the wireless S. O. 8. call.
mission, which among other things,
The October festival, just ended li nay close seasons In any locality oi
Germany, resulted in consumption ol any species, and may prohibit all hunt
1,894,000 quarts of beer in ten days ln In periods of extreme forest fit
The brew contained 13 to IS per cent danger, at such times and places
alcohoL
nay be necessary.
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"Congress has been advised, the secretary said, that It could proceed with
the framing of revenue laws on that
basis aud there now appeared no reason to alter the plan.
The tax 'programji therefore, was not
affected, he added." Some deficiency
appropriations will be submitted during the current fiscal year, according
to the secretary,' who reiterated ' thai
they had been taken into consideration already in the estimating of actual expenditures. Mr. Mellon said
also thut so far as treasury officials
could now for'esee, financial plans foi
the coming year would stand unchanged.

Miami-Superi-

.

POSSES HUNT IN VAIN
ttate Constabulary Scour th Woods
in Search of His Hiding Place,
but Fail to Solvs the Mystery
Appears Daily.

e.

-

For Relief Work In Russia.
Appropriation of
for relief work in Russia anc
for aiding refugees in nearby countries was announced by Felix M. War
burg, chairman of the joint distribution committee of the American fundi
for Jewish war sufferers. ..Sever
hundred thousand dollars of the ap
proprlatlon .will be expended withit
Russia through the American relief
administration and $500,000 will bt
utilized for the refugees.
New York;

-

.

Held for Embezzlement Baltimore, Md. After being held a
prisoner in a home for four days while
officials audited his accounts, A. Ward
Hamralll, employe of the Continental
Company, an investment firm of this
city, was arrested- - He was charged,
with ' embezzling $14,000 of the concern's funds. Reports are that his alleged peculations may reach more
than $100,000. .
.
,
,

Gets Mellon's Approval.
Washington. Modification of thf
administration's foreign .loan funding
bill, so as to place the funding operations under the jurisdiction of a special commission, was agreed to by
Secretary Mellon In a letter sent to
the House ways and means committee with the approval of Presiden!
Commission

.

Harding.

On the Floor Lay McCay, Dead.
game would go on ;
If black, It was finished.
When his landlady forced the door
of his room she saw a pack of cards
on the table, with the eight of spades
face up. On the floor lay McCay, dead,
his throat cut with a razor. .

If It came red the

CAT

Elaborate Ceremonies Attend the Burial
of Feline In New Jersey
50 Mourners Present.

Boy Claims Queer
Find of Old Coins.

J

,

May Weao Bullet-Proo- f
Corset.
New York. Steel corsets for blue-coais the latest fashion in New
York. Ten pairs, it became known,

be-lln-

Search

in Vain.

,

The puzzle of the masculine popula-do- n
of Skerry Is to find his hiding
jl ace, for he has proved a veritable
It is generally conceded that it must be in a big swamp
n the Deer river, which Is peculiarly
mltable setting for a modern Tarzan ;
ut this belief Is due to the fact that
le has not been found elsewhere
rather than to any evidence akin to
proof.
Posses have been organized
md search of the woods made, and
;he state constabulary of this village
have been called upon In vain to
lolve the mystery.
This man appeared In Skerry about
'.he middle of last month.
He was an
Irishman, was lame, and clothed In
jveralls, without coat or hat. He
of Abe Patton- and, later, of
Charles Trln, both Skerryltes, the
way to a lumber camp, and received
?roro each minute directions to guide
dim. No one has ever met him since,
-

bury
in Evergreen cemetery,' was
Interred under a big oak in Haskell's
back yard with about 50 friends attending the ceremony.
The cat was embalmed and placed
In a plush coffin of the couch type, so
that It appeared to be sleeping comfortably on its side. The body was
placed in the front room of the Haskell
home and Sunday night 200 persons
visited the house to see the unusual
honor paid a cat. "Tiger" was the pet
of Haskell's late wife and he wanted
to bury It In the $10,000 mausoleum
erected to hold Mrs. Haskell's coffin.
When the grave was dug under the
oak tree the 'cat was carried out by an
undertaker with Haskell following as
chief mourner, attended by some of
The little coflln was
his friends.
lowered into the grave and covered,
and that part of the Haskell place will
he kept as a memorial cemetery for
"Tiger." -

J

ship.

N. Y. For several weeks
veritable reign of terror has existed
imong the people of that part of this
.ountry, called .; the "back woods,"
vhlch rejoices In the euphonious nams
f Skerry. Women sleep ill o nights,
ihildren are kept from school, or
ruarded by adults on their way there
d
ind back, lonely females cower
locked doors and men wag their
leads In gossip as they ponder over
he puzzle of the wild man, cause of
ill the pother.
That there Is a wild man inhabit-n- g
the woods, appearing and dlsap- earlng strangely in the more settled
Ustricts, apparently content with
saving a big club and threatening
children, seems beyond dispute. For
ias he not been seen over and overigaln by women and children, sometimes clothed only in the garb of
wearing a
Idara and sometimes
tunny sack? And always he is war-n- g
that Mg clubj.

Malone,

t

Elizabeth, N. J. "Tiger," the pet
cat' which Edward Haskell wished to

,

House Increase Defeated.
Washington. The House recorded
its opposition to any Increase In lti
membership, recommitting to the census committee by a vote of 148 to 142
the Siegel bill to increase its size
from 435 to 460 members. The vote
was taken on a motion to recommit
offered by Representative Fairfield of
Indiana, a Republican member of the
census committee, after nine hours ol
debate nnd wrangling over parliamentary procedure. Previous to recommitting the bill, the House rejected
140 to 146 in amendment by Representative Barbour, Republican, California, to authorize
reapportionment without any increase in member

GETS SWELL FUNERAL
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Clarksburg, W. Va.
Two
coins nlmost 000 years old, found
embedded In a vein of coal by
Joseph N. Stealey, aged four- teen, are arousing the curiosity
of coin experts.
The coins, one of silver and
the other of copper, were un- earthed by young Stealey while
helping his father In a little coal
mine nenr their home. Both
were found In a vein that had
been untouched.
On one side of each coin is a
design similar to African hler- oglyphtcs aud on the other a
crude human head' or skull. One
coin bears the date of 1329 and
the other 1330.
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OLD WILL BRINGS

25 MILLION

have been purchased after tests Illinois Railroad Auditor to Share In
proved them bullet-prooEstate of
They will
be distributed in emergencies to members of the bomb, Italian and loft
squads. The later may be Introduced
Zlon City, III. Under the terms of a
generally.
will made 145 years ago and just dis
covered, John Taylor, railroad auditor,
will share half an estate of twenty-fiv- e
Shake Up Prohibition Forces.
million dollars In Holland, his
Washington. Prohibition
Commis attorneys
announced.
sioner Haynes, in a statement anPeter Taylor, his
nounced his determination to "correct
weaknesses" in the various state pro- was born In Scotland, but went to Holhibition enforcement corps. The de land In 1700 and amassed a fortune.
partment, 1..' said, would use every ef He died leaving a will which was not
fort to weed out enforcement officials, to be opened for one hundred years,
whether high or low, who were not In according to Taylor's attorneys.
The will was recently discovered by
sympathy with his
John Taylor,
policy. The commissioner's statement Amsterdam lawyers.
was made after he had reached a de- and a brother, Peter Taylor of Scotcision to have a "thorough house clean- land, are said to be the only heirs to
ing" In the Pennsylvania organization. the estate, which attorneys assert
Is still loiaet
r.

r,

Has Been Seen Over and Over.
unless he be the wild man, and apparently he never reached the camp.
The next day two woodmen, named
La Hare and Payne, reported that
they had heard cries of some one in
trouble, coining from the woods, and
that they halloed and followed the
cries Into the forest for fully three,
hours without coming up with the
man. The wife of La Hare has added to the mystery by reporting that
on the same day she saw from a buck
window of her home a strange man,
naked to the waist, holding his hands
above his head, and wandering through
the brush. Soon afterward he dis
appeared Into the woods.
Makes Appearance Dally.
Since then almost daily there have
been reports of the man's appearance
nd mysterious movements, but though
large numbers of men have scoured
the country for him, none has been
able even to get sight of him.. At
times as many as 100 men, under
Sheriff Steenberge and the state constables have been engaged in this
search. Their failure has only added
to the nervous strain under which the
women of Skerry live, and which has
resulted in steps to protect children.
This action has been spurred by the
reports of one boy chased by the man
with threats to kill him with his club,
and of a little girl, left alone In her
home, who was terrorized by the appearance of the man and his attempt
to force his way Into the house. Upon
these reports state troopers made an- ther attempt with the aid of a police
dog to run the man down.

'

TÁJ2Á1S VALLEY HXTT8.
Ing Dale slowly backward and down
ward more by reason of weight than
of strength ; another moment, and Ball
was about to sink the brown bead un
der" the surface!
Babe Llttleford gave a amothered
cry. John Moreland stepped toward
the water and shouted hoarsely:
Furnished by
"Don't ye drowned him Adam! Ef
ye do,' ye'll answer to me I"
U.S. BUREAU OF MARKETS
Dale had gathered himself for a last
Washington D.C.
move. He slipped downward suddenly,
immersing himself completely, and
shot one arm around Ball's thigh;
(Wattra Ne!ppr Uiioa Nm BmtIm.)
then, by-great effort, he rose with
Hor-- r
Oapyrlgat by HnMili?,
A Q.
the giant and overthrew him, and
Itecelnta of hav lis-markata. Better gradea strong in Kaat-er- n
staggered free!
marketa, but from 60c to $1 lower
Moreland'i bedtime prayer was very I akin to reproachful anger in her long man. He had the height
Ball's hairy face came to the surface In central west,
rivmim) lih,
breadth,
and
principally
rnnd hav
BiuipiD, ana very earnest, ana it had brown eyes.
BLACK ADAM.
almost, of a Goliath. He was black first. Dale fought back the pain of grades sellinifor slowly
at heavy disin It more of thanksgiving than of
the water in bis lungs, and the pain counts.
"Good morninrr called Dale, liftin
Quoted: No. 1 timothy, New
eyed. and black-haireand his thick. as
.
York,
JS9.60;
upum-aiionSynopsis. Toung Carlyle Wilbur- pan
of
Baltimore,
sharp
a
or
$21.60: Pitta- Ana
and Jagged slivers of steel
it certain- bis hat.
short beard was curled like the hair
ton Dale, or "Bill Dale." a ha
ty was uncommon
in his hands, and struck madly, half liWffinnTO
no
There
Th
nnt
renlv
w..
between
a
bull's
In
one
horns.
vil
hand
elects to be known, ion of a wealthy
"Bless the stranger with us here to--1 even a rhann.
"aifa. New York, t2S.60:
of miintomn
act. in he carried a repeating rifle as lightly blindly, at the hateful face. He kept
coai operator, John K. Dala. ar
:
.. .
nt.ht .nrf .11 "
It down, but it wouldn't go under the
tf.t: t.m.a.1aI
uu ... i iaie canea
rivee at the Halfway Switch, In
nis friendly greeting, and as though it were a mere straw.
I Minneapolis.
I
v our friends,
and our
(ni Tennessee, abandoning
the
$15; Omahá. $11; Kansas
One of his great arms suddenly water completely.
,
.. lnlmles.
.....
. I train there wii nn rani o Tf nlmiául
j- r
Ufa of ldla aaaa and Incidentally a
,ly'
Bjjei-iaiiAdam Ball began to drift as thouch
me
.inciuiua
laiiueioras.
Dais.
straightened
Dale,
toward
a
and volco
I
brida, Patricia Clevsring, at the al
A
in
Wheat prices reached new low points
as gruff as the growl of a bear said lifeless down the stream. Bill Dale
a w w Tf aa aais7
at v
as La tjhui
i
iar aeiarminaa te make hli own
j
laic
Dale was deeply impressed. He
,. .
followed, still fighting weakly, chokins: K!Jí'n.'ut,, wek. .wlth. Chicago Decem- way In Ufa. He meeta "Babe"
m. hn- - hotly :
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CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

&

Mil:

HOME OFI THE COLE
ALWAYS THE

the "fruity"

Your little one will love

,

EST IN USED CARS.

Wrlu U (or Cumplen lofornatloo.
1225 BHOADWAV
ty Hall.

taste of "California Fig Syrup" even If
constipated, bilious. Irritable, feverish,
or full of cold. A teaspoonful never
WHEATLAND DAIRY RANCH
falls to cleanse the liver and bowela.
' -- nolo, eolt-iIn a few hours yon can see for yourlili mtliwMt
1,210 MNt, 20
Iml
lnoroMimnU; r.
thm
self how thoroughly It works all the
; wootk
romlirtil mm; ht pnUn M
our bile, and undigested food out of itati
ElfM
low.
Prl
hlihwiy; tut utrkiti.
olttoro.
n
tor
play-foay.
Wrlto
leieriltlM
yun to
the bowels and you have a well,
Colo.
HEAI.Tr CO., Pueblo.
AJA
child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
tm
kDAI( fii'shim.
Fig Syrup" bandy. They know a
XVUUAXVO omnr rilt Nattriili
totoday saves a sick child
KODAK COMPANY,
morrow. Ask your druggist for genu- 626 Sixteenth Street. Denver. Colorado.
.
ine "California Fig Syrup," which has
PrluM OB CofU'e
T Pm.Wh.
11.00 ror xpouna
directions for babies and children of I tjji LXWnd
THE S.FIAV COFFEE 4 SPICE
all ages printed on bottle. Mother I
Ct., 21it and Marlwl SU.. Itener. Colt.
You must say "California", or you may
Hiuiwi. wAiriivK Wa lead in tilia A
get an Imitation fig syrup.
all other linea. Charle Hir & Beauty
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In Lincolnshire Is not the
decayed seaport It Is generally rep
resented to he, and la Indeed fot n
town of 17.000 Inhuhltnnts a
of hustling and vigorous Ufe.
five miles
Is sltunted
Boston
from the open seas, on the navigable river W'itham, which here has
a tidal rise and fall of some 20
feet. That river is picturesque In
sketches, rather than beautiful to
the aettifll view. At low tide lofty mud banus
re dlscloatd. Along either side of these are
tall limber piles and stagings in every circumstance of age or newuess, with lofty wharves and
warehouses of antique or modern appearance.Shir-becThe best residential suburb of Boston Is
which indeed claims to be older than Boston
itself, for while the town Is not mentioned In
IHnnesday Book, Shirbeck finds a place In Its

OSTON

ul

com-tminlt- y

ul

A Joke on the Judge.
An old man had been found guilty of

expansion.
trnde has been shifted below the town
except for quite small vessels. It Is a pity to
observe many of those old warehouses empty,
nnd soon, no doubt, to be dismantled, for they
have an architectural distinction which the modern ones wholly lack. Looking at them, we see
another reason, apart from their situation, why
they are no longer desirable. They are buildings
with the small windows hat make dark Interiors.
The modern warehouses have little wall space
nnd much window. Secular architecture has. In
fact, followed on exactly the same lines as ecclesiastical, for Bomauesque developed Into Gothic
1'roni few nnd tiny Norman windows into the vast
and lightsome fenestration of the Sixteenth

i

Sen-born- e

cen-tirr-

'

We find this well exemplified In the case of the
great church of Boston, that of St. Botolph's,
whose dedication gave the town Its name. The
existing church Is largely of the decorated and
periwridlcular periods of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth centuries, when windows had already attained a great size.
Boston Church and the "Stump."
Boston church entirely dominates the town, as
the lofty steeple dues, the surrounding country.
It is said to be the "largest pnrlsh church In England." There are several claimants to this dignity. St. Michael's. Coventry, Is, however, the
largest; but St. Botolph's interior certainly conIt Is an
veys the Impression of grenter size.
amazingly ample nnd dignified Interior. There
are incicnt memorial brasses, a wonderful series
of sculptured "miserere" seats, a beautiful Jacobean pulpit of lfl-- 0. far more restrained In style
than commonly to he met with of that period,
arid an efl!ry of the lady, Dame Margaret Tllney,
5 on the foundations of the great
who plncpd
towvr, excavated In 130!).
Tlii.s tower of Boston church, so noble, so
known In endearing fashion to all Lincolnshire folk as "Boston stump," from Its singularly blunted outline, rises to a height of 2S8 feet.
It seems astounding thnt the builder should have
had the confidence to raise so lofty and heavy a
building upon the banks of a muddy river channel, only some 40 feet from Its shore; but the
foundations were carried down 30 feet, to a stone
bed five Us-- t below the level of the river bottom.
Tor DO year the work of building the tower was
being finished
hlnyed, and then recommenced,
without the topmost octagonal stage, which was
added at a later period, especially to exhibit n
light fir sailors making the haven.
The south rhapeJ, used In the Eighteenth century and until comparatively recent years as a
fire engine house, was restored by citizens of Boston in America In honor of Rev. John Cotton,
who resigned his post as vicar In 1633 nnd, accompanied by many of Boston's most prominent men,
It Is
Mrfflcd in the Orlflln for the newer Boston.
now known as Cotton chapel.
Selling Their Antiquities.
Boston has never been a good warden of her
hUtoric buildings and picturesque corners, and
pry much has been destroyed. The Guildhall Is
a long, low building of two floors. Built In red
brick In the Fifteenth century, It wag evidently
originally of religions character, from the great
window still containing some stained
church-lik- e
glass, once representing the twelve apostles. The
two narrow cells ore survivals of several made
In 1552 by order of the town council. They are
about five feet
but seven feet long and high and
cross. A staircase once led to the courtroom,
hut when the new sesslonshouse was built. In
1843, these celia were disused and the staircase

Snob. 410 16th St.. Denver. Colo.
FI.OWKItS
POII AM. OCCASIONS.

Park Floral Co.. 1643 Ilroadway.
itftiiiti.Ai.i.Riv jiowi.'.i.it Y CO. Dia
theft, and was sentenced to ten years' monds,
watches, silverware. Out town
imprisonment.
orders careful attention Eat. 1873.
"Thank you, yer honor, he said, on nr. m rj iv ivMviv
ui,
'
bathearing the sentence; Tm very glad; ror but plMtlnf. hemititchlaf. co?eml button mod Colo.
tor aUlot.
1523 Stout. Draw.
holm.
Wrlu
ida
got
half ai
I didn't think at my age I'd
long as that to live."
COLORADO POTATO CROP
PASSES LAST YEAR'S
TAKE ASPIRIN ONLY
Denver. The 1921 potuto crop of
AS TOLD BY "BAYER" Colorado Oct. 1 was estimated at
bushels, compared with 10,- "Bayer" Introduced Aspirin to the 020,000 bushels In 1920, and the crop
Physicians Over 21
this year wns 81 per cent on Oct. 1,
Years Ago.
average of
compared with a ten-ye72 per cenfr The estimate for the
To set aulck relief follow carefully United States was 343,587,000 bushels,
the safo and proper directions in each according to W. AV. Putnam, agricul
unbroken package of "Bayer Tablets of tural statistician of the United States
Aspirin." This package ' Is plainly bureau of markets nnd crop estimates.
atamned with the safety "Bayer Cross
Corn and wheat in Colorado showed
The "Bayer Cross" means the gen that the estimate on corn was 15,775,-00- 0
s
Aspirin prescribed
uine,
bushels, compared to 18,910,000
by physicians for over twenty-on- e
iast jenr, the latter being the largest
years. Advertisement
crop in the history of the state, and
this yenr's crop tnklng second place in '
Yell.
the records. Wheat showed 30,270,000
"Do vou remember your class yell?" bushels, compared with 25,407,000
"Yes. and It wasn't very expressive. bushels Inst year, while oats nnd bar
Tve got a son in college now and you ley showed a slight decline.
oueht to hear me when I audit his
The apple crop Oct. 1 showed 3,- bills."
330,000 bushels compared with 3,418,- 000 bushels Inst year. The national
npple crop figured 100.710,000 bushels,
compared with 244,022,000 bushels Inst
year.
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Always a seaport and thriving on trade, with
ItussiM, with Sweden ami Norway and the Baltic,
as well as on Its fisheries, Boston has In most of
lanes a tang of.'
its streets and queer
tlK
ea. Yet the visitor will see nothing of the
ocean In Boston town unless he cares to ascend
the lofty tower of the parish church, whose lantern stage was built for the purpose not xnly of
a landmark when roads scarce existed and when
.the fens largely overspread the land, tout also
n a beacon for mariners out at sea and ascending
the winding river channel. It has been stated
that Boston steeple can be seen 40 miles otit at
sen ; and certainly It is easily visible 20 miles
awny on the land. Roads leading from the town
to s ashore are few, and the shore Itself when
rem-lieis 'not attractive.
Why It Has a Foreign Air.
TI e curiously foreign air of Boston, like that
of King's Lynn, is derived from Its trade with
foriun parts and from the merchants of other
countries who once had houses here. In the times
of lis greHt commercial prosperity. For Boston
wk lit one time second tmly to London as a port.
Thai was in the opening yenrs of the Thirteenth
century. While London and other ports have developed, Boston has simply stood still.
There wns, however, a period when "decayed"
y
might well have been applied here. It was,
enough, exnctly at the time when the Pilgrim Fathers sought to leave these shores; for in
It 07 the corporation petitioned that "their borough
might be put among the decayed towns." The
object wns to escape paying subsidies, but the
decay was there. The cause of decline was the
.iradJal choking up by mud of the winding river
hannel. Modern docks, cut about 1882 below,
;hirbeck, have, together with railways, brought
buck prosperity; and there seems no reason to
doubt but that In the future there will be a

irnnauc

.

world-famou-

to the court and the prisoners'
dock wns stopped up.
The dock Itself was abolished,

Does Your Tobacco
Sift Down into the
Stem of Your Pipe?

Seventeenth century
wooden ruils and balusters were
sold. Only rccently( have they
been repurchased and retrieved
from a garden ; and they lie In
a neglected heap in the basement.
In fact, the Boston town council
for long years seems to have
been possessed with a fury of
sale or destruction. In 1S37 it
000 Its ancient aud very valuable
sold for
civil silver plate.
Recently it has risen once
mora to the occasion and 1ms had the parlor, rich
In the Seventeenth century pltchplne paneling
with noble fireplace and overmantel, all thickly
puinted In a sealing-waor postoffice red. It Is
remarkable indeed that the very tine and' curious
Henry VIII period linenfold paneled doors of what
"was once the municipal strong-rooand repository of documents hove been allowed to remain
In their olden condition.
Assuredly these Bostonians are not sentimentalists ; and where such ancient buildings as remain
are allowed to exist it Is mostly because they can
be put to commercial use. The most Interesting
old warehouses left In the town ore, for example,
those which face a con'fect lottery factory In Spain
lane, and are used by it. Spain Jane Is an exceedingly picturesque nook. It takes Its name
from the old merchant fijmlly of De Spayne. These
surviving old stone buildings are perhaps some of
those which once belonged to various abbeys In
Lincolnshire. A row of projecting stone bosses
perhaps Indicate the means by which the goods
were raised or lowered to or from the upper floors.
The very irregulnrly shaped Market place,
in spite of Its containing no buildings of any note,
Is remarkably suggestive of the central "place"
of some foreign towns. This Is due not merely
to Its wide area, but largely to the Imposing sight
of "Boston stump," which Is as well viewed from
this standpoint as from any other, and looks not
with Its lantern stage like a
a little
corona, delicately supported by flying buttresses
at the angles. A not unprofitable time may be
spent along the riverside, whose ancient buildings
savor Inevitably recall Longfellow's
and
lines :
and

its
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Edgeworth Tobacco goes out tot
It
the world to make its own friends.
is a good smoking tobacco. We don t
it.
claims
many
for
make
have to
Puritans could have framed that document of

litical freedom.
Que fundamental difference, between the. Purl?
tans and the Pilgrims was their attitude toward
the church of England. While the Puritan did
not agree "with all the forms and rituals of the
established church, he steadfastly refused to leave
It. His altitude was that the church could be reformed more quickly from within than from without. Even that sturdy old master Puritan. John
Winthrop, on the eve of sailing for America, Issued the Yarmouth declaration, swearing his lasting allegiance to the "dear mother church." The
Pilgrim, on the other hand, first separated himself
from the established church and then, rather than
worship contrary to his conscience, was compelled
to leave his native land.
The term "Separatists," which was so contemptuously applied to the Pilgrims, was literally true,

x
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the following suggestion:
Larus & Bro. Co.
Richmond, Va. .
Gentlemen:
Being an occasional smoker and
on those occasions usually smoking your tobacco, I am writing to
mention a point which might be
used in your advertising to your
advantage, which to my knowledge has appeared in none of your
advertisements to date1.
Your tobacco possesses the par- -'
ticular quality of not being rubbed too fine, as a great many of
the various brands of tobacco are,
and this should' be a great selling
item, as a smoker invariably experiences' á great deal of difficulty
in keeping the stem of his pipe
clear and clean with the average
tobaccos, which practically always are drawn into and block up
the stem. This is merely a point
which I have noticed and nope
that it may be of use to you.
If your pipe clogs up too quickly, we
believe you'll find that Edgeworth will
relieve vou of
one of the petty
annoyances of

Us

also true that his first thoughts of democracy

grew out of this church dissension. While still
living In England, the Pilgrims gave expression to
the broad principle that the people did not require
a bishop of the established church to select their
prencher, but, on the other hand, they were perfectly capable of choosing their own. This doctrine so startled King James I that he exclaimed,
"No bishop would soon mean no king!"
Not only did the Pilgrims and Puritans differ In
the fundamentals of church, but In matters of
state as well; for the Pilgrims held that church
Any respectnble
and state should he separated.
man in ,I'ly mouth could be a free man and vote
whether he was a member of the congregation or
not. Copt. Miles Stnndlsh, one of the most prominent men of the colony, was never a member of
the church. The Puritans of Salem and Boston,
however, vigorously held that only members of

d

the church had the rights of freemen and the
er to vote. In their minds the church and state
were one. The result was that the Plgrlms had
a liberal form of government, while the Puritans
developed a theocracy sternly despotic.
The liberal spirit of Plymouth was never better
demonstrated than during the witchcraft frenzy
more
which for a time completely prostrated its
nmvprful neighbor. While Salem and Boston were
hnnirinff witches. Plymouth would have none of It
The Pilgrims were a simple country folk. Gov
ernor Bradford, the tne great, autnonty or mese
people says of them : "They were not acquainted
,ith trades nor trafile, but had been used to a
plain country Ufe and the Innocent trade of husbandry." For 12 long years they had labored to
gether In Holland, witnout means io ran;
wnr,i their exodus Into the American wilderness.
they turned to a company of London merchants
of
for aid. Their only collateral was the pledge
the labor of their hands for seven years In the
.ut
After many grievous disappointments
they snlled on one ship. Most of them were without arms, and their poverty was so pressing they
did not even have extra leather soles for their
who
shoes. ' Yet It fell to the lot of these men,
corn,
or
upon
Dreau
the
and
fed
log
huts
lived in
tn found a nation.
many
On the other hand, the Puritans Included
personages of
of the gentry. Some even were
wealth and Influence. When Gov. John Winthrop
sailed for Massachu
nrt his Puritan associate
setts1 bay from Yarmouth, April, 1630, there were
ten vessels In the fleet. Ample food was abroad.
and
There were numerous shep, swine, cattle
Everything had been provided to make
horses.
the colonists comfortable and contented In the
If John Josselyn, who was In the
new 'country.
Is to be believed, the total value
1035,
In
colony
of the cargoes of this Puritan fleet was upward
of one million dollars Immeasurable wealth compared with the bankrupt voyagers of the

smoking.
You are not

likely to
come an

sea-tid-

confounded

'

'

be-

Edge-wor- th

fan simply on this account. You will
want a smoking
tobacco which
has the flavor

pow-

"I remember the black wharves and the ships,
tossing free;
"And the
"And the Spanish sailors with bearded lips.
"And the beauty and mystery of the ships,
"And the magic of the sea."
.The Pilgrims and the Puritans should not be
in the reader's mind. Frank M. Gregg
sets forth the difference between them clearly In
his Introduction to "The Founding of a Natlou"
(Doran) :
The colonists of the Mayflower were Englishmen
of the period of 1008, while the Puritans of Massachusetts bny colony (Salem and Boston) were
Englishmen of the period of 1028. The name
"Pilgrims" was given to the Plymouth colonists
was a passenger
by Gov. William Bradford,-whon the Mayflower. The nnme "Puritans" was applied to reformers of oil classes In England in
the early part of the Seventeenth century by the
supporters of the court and king.
When the Pilgrims fled from England to Holland In 1608, the Stunrt dynasty had not fully developed Its despotic theory of the divine right of
kings. The commoners at this period were still
loyal. The Pilgrims themselves attributed their
persecutions to the bishops of the established
church and not to the king. But In 1628 Kings
Jomes I and Charles I had denied many of the
ancient rights of the English parliament and people; and disloyalty was rife throughout the nation.
It Is Pvldent, therefore, that the men of these
periods were not impelled by the same motives.
The Pilgrims came to America to enjoy religious
freedom. The Puritans came to America to enjoy
political as well as religious freedom. Considering the conduct of the two colonies In after years
toward the mother country, It Is reasonable to assume that at no time during the life of the Plymouth colony could the Pilgrims have written the
Declaration of Independence. - On the other hand,
at almost any time between 1028 and 1776 the

It makes quite a number of fnenda

ior itself. Some of these good friends
write to us. One of them recently sent

po-

and fragrance

perfectly matching your individual taste.
F!H

irewnrth

doesn't suit all smokers; it suits many
npt Just Decause it aoesn t uug up
the stems of their pipes; but because
it's also a pretty good smoking tobacco.
Simply send us your name and ad
u you win muu
dress on a posteara,
ho noma rJ tho riaalpr to whom VOU
will go for more in case you like Edge-wort-h,
we would appreciate that cour- -
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We will despatch to you samples of
Jüdeewonn in Dotn iorm riug oucw
V

Edgeworth Plug Slice is formed Into
flat cakes and then sliced into thin,
moist wafers. One watery slice rubbed
for a second between the hands fur-avMSM rtrAfill
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Edgeworth Ready -- Rubbed is al- Teaay ruoDea ior you. 1 ou pour 1
straight from the little blue can into
the bowl ol your pipe.
, lint,
n.tk ivuiua favn
47UI.II
nu. iitlr.
ly, and burn freely and evenly to the
very
bottom' 01 me.1. pipe.
YÍ .L
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are packed
Edgeworth Ready-Rubbe- d
packages, in
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i art, and also in various handy in- Between quantities.
'
For the free samples which we
would like you to judge, address Larus
& Brother Co., 41 South 2 1st Street,
Richmond, Va.
If
To Retail Tobáceo Mrchant$
your jobber cannot supply you with
ComEdgeworth, Larus & Brother
pany will gladly tend you prepaid by
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Miss McArdle Not Guilty.
Cleveland, Ohio. Marian McArdle,
daughter of Mrs. Eva
Catherine Kuber, wns found not guilty
of complicity in the murder of Dnnlel
Kuber, her step father, by a Jury. Miss
McArdle was permitted to leave tne
courtroom a free girl. The jury of
nine men und three women had the
case under deliberation several hours
before reaching a decision. ,

Confesses Throwing Wife in River.
Detroit. Herman F. Itademncher
hns confessed, according to A. W. Kent,
assistant prosecutor, that he murdered
his wife by throwing her over the railing of n bridge into Detroit river,
where she was drowned. The act, he
said, followed u quarrel while he and
his wife were out walking.
Hlghtower Found Guilty.
Redwood City, Calif. William A.
Hlghtower was found guilty of first
degree murder with recommendation
of life Imprisonment by the Jury In the
case in which he wns charged with the
murder of Father Tntrlck E. Heslln of
Colma, Calif. A motion for an appeal
has been filed.
Tracing Counterfeiters.
atKnnsns City, Mo. A nation-wid- e
tempt to circulate counterfeit $20, $50
nnd $100 bills hns been traced to this
Dr.
city, government ngents stated.
George Kowertz, arrested on a counterfeiting chnrge here, wns snld to
have been the "muster mind" of the
orgunlzntion.
Holy Cross Road Made State Highway.
Denver. L. D. Illuuvelt, state highway engineer, nnd H. A. Edmonds,

chnlrmnn of the stnte highway ndvls-or- y
board, recently Issued n memorandum which declared that the Holy
Cross road from Denver to Red Cliff
by wny of Lovelnnd pnss wns from
thnt dnte on to he a state highway.
"We first got the Idea three years ago
and we have been working on it ever
since," snld Dr. O. W. Knndnll of Red
Cliff.
"The idea originated in Red
Cliff nnd has received the
support of the people of the towns
along the route." '
whole-hearte-

d

Arbuckle Case Nov. 7th.
Francisco, Calif. Roscoe C.
(Fatty) Arbuckle, motion picture star,
entered a plea here of not guilty to the
chnrge of manslaughter filed against
him in connection with the death of
Miss Virginia Rappe. Arbuckle's trial
was set for Nov. 7. Miss Rappe, film
actress, died Sept. 9, as a result, it was
charged, of injuries received during a
drinking party in Arbuckle's rooms at
the St. Francis hotel here, Sept. S.
San

Twins, SO, Still Hearty.
Leavenworth, Kan. Although James
and Joel Chentwood, twins, living In
Leavenworth county, celebrated their
80th birthday anniversary, they boast
of being able to handle a plow and cut
as straight a furrow as any of the
"young sprouts" who are in their
"teens" Instead of the last of the
"ties." The brothers, who believe they
are the oldest twins in the United
States, enjoyed a family reunion at
the home of James Cheatwood.
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Help That Aching Back!
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JUSKIXG BATTLESHIPS
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Durinio.
"Sharp

pains snoi mrougn
my kidneys, caus
ingme no little
misery. I suffered
constantly
from
nervous headaches
and felt languid
for hours until I
about
learned
Doan's Kidney
Pills. I used Doan's
until I was cured
of the nalnM In mv
iwun. ana
Know UOfi.n'8 Htnnrtti.
eiieu my joacK wonaerruny.
Cat Oeaa's at Any Store, 60e a Best
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triumph.But now all this Is changed.
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New

emotions crowd the mind.
The sailors realize that they, too, are
getting closer to the time when some
of them may be "junked" to make
room for the stronger and more effi
cient.
They wonder whether It was always
so ; whether the weak gave way to the

Cork
Insert

ADVANCE AUT0H0B1LX

1

junking of obsolete battleships.
When the old veterans, scarred
and worn from strenuous service, are
thus brought to disgrace, there are
among the sailors who knew them
traces of sorrow.
These sinewed boys In blue, loyal
till death, think buck to days that are
gone and fancy the ships In the smoke
of battle.
With what speed and might they
tleft the foaming sea !
The attachments that grew and en
twined themselves In the sailors' warm
hearts are very dear.
There Is a common note of sadness
among them, especially among those
who stood by the guns In the heat of
conflict, which, through bravery of men
and staunchness of ship terminated In
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THE ROMANCE OF WORDS
"MISS

ti i ii I Mil i ii in liTiTT

Upon reflection, they decide It

It seems a
thing to do,
this "scrapping" of the Impotent, but
It is the human way of doing things, of
keeping up strength, productiveness
and ascendancy, so essential to growth
and progress. "
Unlike battleships, men can retain
their power and capacity, and become
more capable as the years advance. To
those who keep rubbing x( the rust,
enere neea ne no rear of the scrap
d

heap.
But to those who are Indolent, malicious, Inconsiderate of others, the
scrap heap Is reaching out its scrawny
arms, certain of a final embrace.
Do you think of these things, turn
sick at heart and hint that it does not

NANCY."

STATE that a person is
"Miss Nmicy" Is now
equivalent to declaring
that, If a man, he Is effeminate
or, if a woman, thut she Is prudish and affected a custom which
had its origin In the person of
Mrs. Anna Oldlleld, a celebrated
actress, who died in 17. and
who was burled in Westminster
Abbey.
Mrs. Oldfield, known to nil her
associates as "Miss Nancy," was
extremely vnln about her dress
and the appearance of her hands
and hair. As her body lay In
state, attended by two noblemen,
she was attired according to her
Inst wishes In "a very flue Brussel-

wheat, then soften with super-heate- d
steam and compress In hard blocks
and store until wanted, when a simple crushing process would fit it for
flour
manufacture.
Indlaunapolls

Ahead How to Make Good
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By JESSIE ROBERTS
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ore an Important factor
iSMAtfrjffMl
commerce in America. There
Vy
are many cities where "women
are members with men on the boards
of 'the local chambers of commerce.
Then there is the Woman's Chamber
of Commerce at New York, and the
I
Woman's Association of Commerce atl
I
i. I
Chicago, both national organizations.
I
I
I
I
is
At the International Trade Confer
ence women were represented. Each
Since When?
Mrs. Benham He has been disap of the national women's organizations
sent delegates and urged that foreign
pointed in love.
men
delegates should affiliate women
Benham
How long has lie been
with their trade organizations. Many
married?
women are in trade both here and in
Europe.
Everybody is on the Job when
In England the University of Lon
comes to knocking a knocker.
don has just Inaugurated a course In
commerce, to which women will be ad
mitted under the same conditions as
men.
They will specialize on such
subjects as banking, foreign trade, fac
tory management, shipping and transport, etc. England believes that her
women are perfectly able to enter the
higher branches of trade, and she
means to give them full opportunity.
In America women are in practically
every branch of trade, and they have
Bell-an- s
the full sympathy and assistance of
Hot water
their men in this work. They have a course and be prepared to continue
Relief
Sure
111
learned in the school of experience. her father's business.
The day of
But there Is room for such a course idleness for women has gone forever.
LL-A-NS
as the University of London' tias In- Commerce is one of the most enthrallFOR INDIGESTION
Many a young woman ing games man may
augurated.
play or woman,
whose father is the head of an impor- either.
O tant business might gladly take such
(Copyright.)
Cutlcura Soothes Itehlna Sea Id
On retiring gently rub spots of dan
druff and itching with Cutlcura Oint
ment. Next morning shampoo with
cutlcura Soap and hot water. Make
them your everyday toilet preparations
and have a clear skin and soft, white
nanas. Advertisement.
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Vaseline
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PETROLEUM JELLY
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Chestnutting time
tias come at last, and so.
While fields are white with gleaming
rime
Into the fields I go,
A basket on my arm to bear
The treasure that I gain.
thoughts of
And who deem life in vain.
While merrily the crickets call
And cherrily the chestnuts fall?
Oh, who would harbor

Adean,amnter

for

scratches, cuts,

etc. Healind

and antiseptic
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES

CHESEBROUGH MFG CQ
(CONSOLIDATED)

State Street Ntwfcrk

EASY TO ill

t,M

A

RATS
and
MICE
Cmlm STEARNS'

ELECTRIC PASTE

Ready for Us

Better Than Trap

Directions In 16 UnguMei In mil box.
Kits, Míos, Goekroachas, Anta and WsMirbugs
iflsiror looa ana propsnr tna aro camera 01
lisnaae. Steam' EUctrie Pdttt forces these pests
K ran from U
balldlng for
and fresh aiB
KoamUl iO. "Money back If it falls, M
U. 8. Government bnjs It

uur

tl

l'KB OAI.I.ON Al AUK WITH
Mew Patentee! Uasullne Vapurlser
Write for Particulars
Fukwana Vaporiser Co., Pukwana, S. Dak.

I

S1II.K8

Have Cash Buyers

for ealable farms. Will deal with owners
only. Give description and cash price.
M. At. FEKKIMI
Colombia, Mo.
(15 Guitar Bids.

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

43-19- 21.

CHESTNUTS.

J

tM.. ... V,

Oh! this Is prime!

milk, add to the stock and cook until
thick. Serve from the casserole.

Chestnut Balls for Soup.
Take a cupful of chestnut puree, add
a few drops of onion Juice, two well
.care, beaten eggs, two tablespoonfuls
of but
ter, the same of thick cream and salt
and pepper to season.
Shape Into
balls and dip In egg and crumbs and
fry In deep fitt. Serve two or three

T

chestnut is most popular In
all parts of the United Sttites,
though it Is not grown in all
places. It is palatable In almost any
form and is used from soup to confection.
To remove the shells, make a slit
one-hainch long In the side of each
nut, then put them Into a pun with a
little butter, a half teaspoonful .to a
cupful of nuts, and shake them over
(he fire to cover with butter and he- come hot. Place in the oven and bake
Itemove and with a
five minutes.
sharp knife take off the shells and the
Inner brown skin will come off at the
same time.

In a bowl of chicken
cooKeti

soup.

a tliick sugar
sirup flavored with orange juice and
rind make a most delicious confection to serve as a garnish for various
in

dishes.
Copyright,

1921,

Western
O

Newspaper

Vnlnn

lf

,

Cream of Chestnut Soup.
two cupfuls of shelled and
blanched chestnuts In boiling water
Cook

until tender, press through a sieve and
add two cupfuls of scalded milk. Cook
two tablespoonfuls of chopped onion
In four tablespoonfuls of butter, add
two tablespoonfuls of flour, and when
well cooked ndd to one pint of cream
or rich milk with the chestnut mixture.
Season with cayenne and cook five
minutes unfll the flour Is well cooked.

?
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Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
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For Infants and Children.

Genuine Castoria
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News.
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Mothers Know That

; it

He- -

It

ASTORIA

1

"'Odious! In woolen? 'Twould a
saint provoke I'
Were the last words that poor
Narclssa RDOke."

SCHOOLDAYS

W03IEN IN COMMERCE.

Care of

Beatrice, Nebr. "I kne w Dr. Pierce'
Favorite Prescription to be a wonderful
help to women during expectancy.
Always during that time took it and it
was the means of keeping me in a strong,
healthy condition, made the ordeal
much easier, and my children were
stronger and healthier than they would
have been if I had not taken this medicine. 1 can highly recommend it to all
at this critical period: they will find it an
excellent medicine.
Mrs. Edith
Kobeits, 624 W. Court St.
uo to your neighborhood drug store
today and get Favorite Prescription in
tableta or linuid or nenri 10n in rv
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y.
for trial pkg. tableta.

Net Contents lBFluid Praoli

Chicas

Conserving Wheat.
odd suggestion was recently
made as to conserving wheat. It Is
proposed to crush or rough grind

irritant

Some women jump to conclusions be
cause they want to see how the story
is going to end.

(Copyright.)

An

mmm

A regularly organized women's club
existed in New York In 1747.

Health is Your Most Valuable Asm
Here is How to Take Proper

head-dres-

It Is good to ponder, but piense do
not think that "It does not matter."
For It does matter. So there ought to
be. no compromise with laxity or Indifference.
Face about and see an
other skyline and different stars overhead. Hold fast all the while to hone!
Keep pressing with this boon com
panion toward the
keen In
tune with modern changes, keep young
In thought and in spirit, avoid vanities
on which life turns and the scrap
heap will never. get you.

Jiimmimmiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi'i
THE GIRL ON THE JOB
How to SucceedHow to Get
E

ARE YOU AMOTHEil?

Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simnle anv woman run
dye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
skirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters.
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if alie has never dved before. Huv
"Diamond Dves" no othor kind then
perfect home dyeing is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to spot,
fade, streak, or run. Tell vour drwnriat
whether the material you wish to dye is
wool or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton
or mixed goods. advertisement.

s-lace
a Holland
shift with a tucker und double
ruffles of the sume lace and a
pair of new kid gloves." The
actress' wishes In the matter of
the clothing of her corpse provoked considerable comment at
the time, particularly as an Act
of Parliament had decreed that.
In order to encourage the manufacture of woolen cloth, the
dead should be burled In woolen
shrouds. But her Instructions
were followed to the letter and
rope, In bis "Moral Essays," referred to the matter in the following lines:

matter?

CORF.

DYED A SWEATER,

SKIRT AND CHILD'S COAT

TV

By F. A.

A Colorado Case
Ave..

1

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
Walker

Lame in the morning! A dull backache all day long! Worn out when evening comes! The same old round of
unering! lo endure such misery is
both foolish and unnecessary. Find
the cause of your trouble. Likely U's
your kidneys and that nagging backache may be Nature's warning of kidney
weakness. You may have sharp stabbing pains, a depressed feeling and bladder irregularities. Don't risk more serious kidney trouble. Help your weakened
kidneys. Doan't Kidney Pills have
neipea inousanas. jlbk your neighbor!
V. w 1

ii

1 1

LYRICS OF LIFE

CARTEÍT5

ITTLE

VER
PILLS
M

then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after. A
few doses restore your organs to their

proper functions and the Headache and the
causes of it pass away. In the same manner
They regulate the Bowels and prevent Constipation.

Gnnin t

si maturo

S&?$5ZC S" Pill; Small Dose; Small Price

Kids Spurn Gifts of Pennies.
Once upon a time children would
be glad to get a penny or two a day
from their parents. Today, as any
mother will tell you, nothing less
than a nickel measures up to their
standards of dally needs. It Is usually
6 cents.
"Aw wadaya want?" exclaimed lit
tle Johnny the- - other dny when his
mother forgot herself and offered him
2 cents. "How da ya 'spect a feller
to get anything for a coupln cents?
The cheapest
cone In Cheap
Joe's Is a nickel, on' I cRn't go to the
movies for lessen 11 cents. An', anyway, ain't dad makln' more money
than he uster?" New York Sun.

Record Rainfall in Panama.
When 2.47 Inches of rain fell in three
minutes at Porto Bello, Panama, during
the night of November 29, 1911, it was
By DOUGLAS MALLOCH
the heaviest rainfall ever recorded.
This rainfall exceeded by 100 per cent
the rate measured nt Curtea de Arges,
YOU AND I AND THEY.
Roumanla, in July, 1S89, heretofore
held to be the world's record ' says
thing,
B. C. Kadel of the United States
ASIMPLE and I and They;
weather bureau.
And You and I and They are We,
So great was the Panama rainfall
Companions on the way.
thnt all the conditions under which it
Together we must walk the years,
was measured were carefully examined,
Together rise or fall,
In order that there might be no quesIn all our smiles, In all our tears,
as to the accuracy of the record.
tion
Companions, after all.
It was found thut the circumstances
corroborated the testimony of the reA simple thing, humanity
cording insf uiiients.
Yet certain as the star
When it is remembered that In the
Coal in the Philippines.
TIs not a world of merely Me,
United States 0.25 inch of rain in
A
coiil
vein
In
been
of
hns
discovered
men
For other
there are.
the Philippines which is said to be up five m'nutes is considered excessive,
I cannot walk the way alone,
to
the quality of the Chinese fuels. The the magnitude of the Porto Bello down,
However I may fry,
amount hns not been ascertained, but pour ciin be Imagined.
For other millions climb the stone
it Is certain thot It will answer the deAscent as well as I.
Meet Enough.
mands of the islands for many yenrs.
"They sny a man's heart is readied
A simple thing, humanity
Rio de Janeiro is fumed for its bril- - through his stomnch."
'TIs not a world of You.
IJ n nt Illuminations which may be seen
"Then I suppose a girl should be cro-But You ami I together we
100 miles out at sen.
quettish." Louisville Courier-JournaHave comrade work to do.
For close beside us travel They
Who need our help and hand
Oh, life's a rather simple way.
To those who understand.
l.

simple thing, humanity
We cannot walk apart.
For we a help or hurt will be
To every human heart
Will lift or Jostle, crush or aid,
The other ones who climb;
For God one brotherhood has ntadu
All men for all of time.
(Copyrlsht.)
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Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
WARNINGl Unless you see name'Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by milions for

(J

Protecting the Pets.
"You permit tenants to have pet aniChestnuts en Casserole.
Remove the shells and Inner skin as mals in your apartment house?"
above from three cupfuls of chestnuts,
"Yes," replied the landlord. "Some
put Into a casserole and pour over of them are fine specimens and exthree cupfuls of highly seasoned stock. ceedingly valuable."
Cover and cook slowly three hours,
"Hut you won't take children."
then tdd two tablespoonfuls of butter
"No. We are afraid the children
'
and one of flour; mix with a little cold might worry the pets."
.

Colds
Toothache
Earache

4l 1 .
THE IDEA
Well I declare, I didn't
Bunny went In for aviation.

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
know

Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets Bottles of 24 and 100 All druggists.
la the trade aurk of Barre Manefaatiira of alouoaoMleaddMter
of BallcrlicaeM

Aaplria
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Preach.

Ytar Prayer

"
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Notbing Sunceeds

It i4an old saw; but it still cuts with razor edge.
Suoces is mtacliifeved without effrt; bankaoounts
are the results of steady plugging, determination,
regular ravlrg.
,

PARTS ANDACCESSORIE8
'

PRESBYTERIAN.

P

.

Caseings and Tubes

Rev .). E. 8 Lahmnii Pastor.
Entered at the Postoffice at Taiban,
Preaching, 2nd Sunday in each
Mexico, aa second-claR- 3
mail month; hours 11 A. M- - and 8 7. M.
matter.
BAPTIST.
Rev. C. D. Barb, Pastor.
a I i th "nure to the right
Preaching, 4 th Sunday in each month
that jour ubscription hai
1 htpostorni-- department makes
Hours: II A. M. and 8 P. M.
maiKli.tr.rY that ll delinquent suha ribera
be dropped, an.l we do not want to take any
M. E. CHURCH SOUTH.
thamrea.
Rev. R. H. Evans. Pastor.
Preaching 1st and 3rd Sunday in each
TO THE PUBLIC.
month: hour, 11 A. M. and 8. P. M.
I wish to say that all news sent
in that il benefit th rublici
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL.
gtTei'aJ will be appreciated.
Perry . Keith, Superintendent.
Vve will not
o py that lend?
Meets at 10:00 A.M. every Sunday.
o ciuse hard feelings.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
My
Motto
''Clean Paper night. '
Chan Town,
Clean County
You are cordially invited to attend
all
of these services.
AH
oflñe
New

Success breedsucoess. Each iraved dollir fathers
another. Dollar boget ollari. Interestadda to theai.
In I uild ng for your suooess, you are y our own archi- -'
teot, your own carpenter. No one sise will or can
take the contract. Nothing Buoceeds
likeeucffw.
Each achievement makes an additional achievemant

Gasoline and Oils
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J. S. Phillips9 Garage

9
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Prices as low as the lowest
REYNOLDS

STORE
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For Our Customers

For. Fresh
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TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS

BIG SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

GROCERIES
Also fresh vegeta
bles and fnjit in
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Dependable Snark Piusa

s

H. Atkerson

'i

ulSEESIillPE
HMnMWyaHHBSEsMEsMi

C;AJQLLY

',

J. A. GILBERT, Cashier.

fe3
"3

Fire And Tornado Insur.

4
See O H. Atkerson & Co next weeh fer;
nf
Plata has VRrift.t
Flour, dried apples, su
baking powder,
O
topography: tofty aaciantain ran
cand es, dried peaohes, coffee , honey,
v
gep, huh plateaus and mesas,
i ieaf, dry salt baron, syrup, brocmcan- - .
br.ab plain, and river valleys,
SEE
p ffed
; ned fruits, dry bianj, post
The climate is sunshiny and heal
wheat, dry bat'eries, and heaps of dker
thful The soil is productive
::r
thi ngs. v
The native gr889es are rich. virgin
loret-tcover many million acres
The. mountains are treasure hou
G,
& Co.,
,
flea, full of metals and mineral?,
;
:
Taiban,
r
New Mx'oi
including coal. Graat rivers water
fertile valleys.
..Development is just begit.n
ing in New Mexico. It is the pur
pos of this folder to describe
man of the opportunities here
and
awaitine the homesueker
III-.
Qkn
.
wo.,u
III
your uteonpciois to:
I'aihan Valley News, TaibanrN Mr
the investor."
",
'season;-- '
Throughout the booklet it a
welth of information. Lesj than
half of the area of the 7&401.920
acres are in rrivate ownership
Tne irrigated acreage according
to the 1920 Census report is 543
343 aores, an increase o? 17 7 per
centint?n years: but existing
JOHM H 8ÁNFCKD, M.D.
irrigation works are cahapie of
irrigating- 693,812 acrts.
The
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
water resources still unused may
FORT SUMNER. N MEXICO.
.
irr
by develoment add 3,000,000 to
Von Cat A I I enna .a
Rea . phone 104 Office Phone 9
4,000,000 acres to irrigated area.
MAGAZINES
OUR
4 H I
The State hart 17, 739, 000, 000
WMhM,
feet of merchautab'e timber
FOR
Year Each
Now
aioording to rep-r- t of the Forest

xr,

Í

PA UL T. WHITE, President.

ance See W.H. Vaughter,
.
, Taiban. New Mesioo.
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Bank of Commerce
I of Taiban, N. M.

WICHITA'S BEST FLOUR

in natural resoure."St. tt8 the
new edhion ' of the folder Just
issude by the Atchison. Topeka
and Santa Fe Railway, desciibing

:

.
'

in this bank, you.' savings grow with
regularity. We are desirous of helping
you accumulate that reserve fuiá or
opportunity
-- s take"
that willoome in mighty;handy for you this
year next year some time.

Flour, Feed and Grain Store
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New Mexico is remarkably rich
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Like Success

'7:30
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CHURCH DIRECTORY.

Four Issues constitute a month.
Advertising rates on Application.
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TIieBest For ILess
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WE CARRY THE BEST
Tires, Tabes and Accessories
We bsiiere in selling the best
merchandise

that money can buy, our costóme nnr,?
aterjt. Are you one of our many satL,fiH
vutiiumxrar
:
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GARAGE
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sawmil.B
of lumber.

eighty
113,000,000

five

1920

in

cut

roads.
The number of publio school
buildings in the skate last year
was 1,452 and the value of all
school
property $5,452,504.00.
The total enrollment was 81,399.
Much epaee is devoted tc the

agricultural resources, indicating
the variety of conditions found
within the state.
A .large edition ha? been printed and will be given a wide cir.
culation by the- colonization department of the Santa. Fe imirig-ratio- n
at the presa nt time is r.ot
heavy but many inquiries are
-

being received from people who
want to know about the Santa Fe
southwest of which New Mexico

is importar t part.
A. M. Hove.
SMASHES

SaUcriptiei

feet

The State has 47,000 mile o'
roads of wnh about 7,000 railes
are state roads end 24,000 county

SIMMONS

THIS EXCEPTIONAL
may b

$1.65
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new or renewal.
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FEED STORE?,

(j. W. JOLLY, Prop.

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Flour, Feed. Poultry fercy
In Line with the market prices I
Qt nil

i:

Car of GOLD CROWN FLOUR
Just Arrived.
DOWN GOES PRICES. SEE
ME WHEN
WANT TO BUY OR HPr r

We state it as our fionest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chester--,
field !are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.

I
:

YOU

Lieectt & Myer Tobacco Co

1-

""enviffHtt

FOR SALE OR TRADE- -A
i
seo ind' hand organ in good conSee Mrs Lyons for RawiWgh
dition, Will trade for feed or
g"ods, She has a complete line
stook. Cheap at $25 00.
whole, mixed and ground ppioea
R. N. Gardner.
of Turkúh and Domestic tobaccosblended
ana
coooa. Linament, in fact a
Taiban, N. M.
full line of
WILL SELL OR TRADE
a OUL75 pound ehoates for sale or trade ' ,flte
stsortment cf toilet good.
for thrashed maize or shelled Also Bread and
Canned goods'.
corn
Price $7.00 each.
i
M,4
H. S Fuller.
Fort Sumner. N. M.
For lrade- - One forf car
Pair four year old muJes, well t Chiokenpox has nothing to do Walnis grow on trees, not on
There no ?pongt In fponge
IF yon have beans to sell, get
With chickens, nsither-ha- s
egg walla.
broke, will trade fi r oaljje.
prices from W T. Wade.
cake,
'pV,0tnof.. cocktail.
George Holder, Taiban, N.M.
Sweetbread ara not sweet and
Fot sale
A three burner.
Sewing Machines Repaired
Poles are not made frm pole-oaAwoodobuok is a groundhog, not bretd.
New Perfection, oil stove.
work guaranteed.
which is no! hog and not ground
nor badges from badgers.
Angel food ia eaten by ever
W. M. ( Milford) Holder.
A. J. (Dad) Rogeea.
ground hog is sausage.
body.
Tailor Talk.
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MORIARTY, N. M., OoU7.
John Simmons, a farmer living 22
miles north wheat of here threshed
9.230 pounds of pinto ben from
four acres of land which is believed to be the bset jeild ever
made in this section.
R. M.

Nugent, a farmer living

in t israe neighborhood, gathered an average of 1,084 pounds
of beans an acre from 90 acres.
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